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South Hall: A rendering of the new residence hall in South Quad. Work on the new dorm began this fall.

new res. hall slated
for completion in 2013
By STePHANIe MeTHeRALL
After last year’s addition of Weyerhaeuser Hall, construction on campus is no surprise to many Puget
Sound students. In fact, construction
of the temporarily named “New Residence Hall” will be an active part of
the Puget Sound scenery until the fall
2013 semester, a little over a year after
groundbreaking in May 2012. Located on the corner of North 13th and
Lawrence Streets, the new residence
hall was designed by the Seattle firm
Bohlin Cywinski Jackson.
The new hall is part of the 20-year
Campus Master Plan, which began
in 2003 and includes the previous
construction of the Weyerhaeuser
Center for Health Sciences, Commencement Walk, Harned Hall,
Lower Baker Field and improvements of Memorial Fieldhouse, the
Alder Street Entrance and Thompson Hall. The Athletics and Aquatics Center project is currently in development.
The hall will house students from
Humanities, Outdoors and Environmental Policy and Decision-Making,
International and Global Education
and Spirituality, Service and Social
Justice in 11 “houses.” Each house
will consist of nine to 14 single bedrooms situated around a common
room and kitchen area.
“One of the main purposes was to
attract seniors and juniors to live on
campus,” Bob Kief, the head of Facilities Services, said.
Surely, the new hall will do just
that, boasting a total of 135 singles,
several study and gathering areas, a
seminar room and meeting space for

150 people.
“It should be a way for upperclassmen students to stay engaged on
campus longer and make stronger
connections in communities they’re
actually interested in,” student Airiel Quintana said. Students returning from study abroad programs will
also have a house in the new hall.
“It will be helpful for students returning from abroad because that
can be a difficult transition,” Quintana, who spent the fall semester of
her junior year in Milan, Italy, said.
Not only will the hall be prime
real estate for residents, it will also
house as many as three classrooms
and a courtyard, available for use
by the general campus community.
According to Kief, the building was
based on what the University sees as
the future of residence life: bridging
the gap between living and learning.
This idea has proved to be a success
for countless Puget Sound students,
as evidenced by the popularity of
theme living on campus.
Regarding the Campus Master
Plan, President Ronald Thomas said,
“The University of Puget Sound’s
campus is our most valuable and distinctive asset. It is our link to the
past and our key to the future. Our
responsibility is to invest in it wisely and care for it responsibly.” Indeed, the new residence hall fulfills
this statement by closely linking residence and academic areas.
Students may apply for the new
residence hall as early as the Spring
2013 housing lottery. As usual, preference will be given by seniority and
interest in the aforementioned areas
of study.

elcome
back
everyone! As
you are no
doubt aware,
school is back
in full swing; by now I’m sure
you’ve settled in to your daily routines, you’ve reunited with
your friends, had some fun and,
of course, stayed on top of your
work, right?
Well, even if that last part isn’t
quite true, you’ll be happy to
know that we at The Trail have
been working hard this summer
to bring you a great publication,
and we have some big plans this
year.
For starters, you might notice
that The Trail has gone local. Although not entirely new, we have
been working on broadening the
scope of The Trail in this issue,
stepping out of the campus bubble and bringing you stories from
around town. We will be continuing this trend in issues to come as
well
As our mission statement suggests, The Trail is intended to
provide “Puget Sound students,
faculty, staff and the local community” with a comprehensive
weekly newspaper that is relevant to our entire readership—
that means it should be relevant
SEE TRAIL PAGE 2

printgreen
implemented,
though not
without issue
By PAUL GOUDARZI-fRY
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Construction:
Work crews
broke ground
on the
University’s
new residence
hall early this
summer. The
project is slated
to be complete
for the
incoming class
in fall 2013.
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We’ve all had a time when we
have printed a bunch of papers.
Maybe you were organizing a large
party, or maybe you needed to print
several papers for a class. Regardless, it’s a small amount considering the number of pages printed by
students at the University of Puget
Sound over a semester. Since the introduction of print tracking at the
University in August of 2011, Technology Services has seen students
average over 400 prints during one
semester, with occasional spikes of
over 5,000 pages.
Excessive printing can be a waste
of paper and electricity, but students
still need to be able to print papers
for their classes and to have access
to a system able to copy information
in these large amounts. Something
needed to be done to monitor and
help control the amount of printing
done on campus.
The response was PrintGreen,
a new service implemented in the
SEE pRInTgReen PAGE 2
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to Puget Sound students as well
as to those of you reading this off
campus.
In addition to publishing more
articles focusing on off-campus
events, we will also be distributing The Trail to off-campus locations (who knows, maybe that
is where you’re reading this!). In
short, just keep your eyes peeled
for us around town.
While we are certainly trying
to broaden our horizons, however, that does not mean that we
have forgotten our roots, and as a
result you may have also noticed a
focus on the other campus media
in this issue.
We will be collaborating more
fully with media like Photo Services and KUPS to bring you a
higher quality, more informative and interesting paper this
year. That goes for media such as
Campus Films as well, although
if you’ve been following our Twitter, you’ll know that relations are
a bit tense at the moment (that
goes for you too, @PugetSoundPres).
With that in mind, we have
been working hard to bulk up our
presence on the various social
media. Our Facebook and Twitter
pages, which many assumed suffered a slow death long, long ago,
have been revitalized.
We will be using both of these
media consistently throughout the year to deliver the news
to you directly, and asking you
to respond and tell us what you
think, as well as what you want to
see more—or less—of in upcoming issues. After all, it is your paper, not ours.
To stay updated, you can pick
up our paper all over campus
(and beyond!) or visit our website, trail.pugetsound.edu; you
can also follow us on Facebook
http://www.facebook.com/PugetSoundTrail, and on Twitter, @
PugetSoundTrail if you aren’t already.
Also feel free to visit me with
any questions, comments, or concerns during my office hours in
Diversions, Fridays from 10-1 (although, sadly, I can’t make it today). I’m generally pretty friendly.
In short, we’ve got a lot planned
this year—this was just a taste!—
and I am confident that The
Trail’s staff has the talent and
drive to make it all happen.

The Puget Sound Trail
trailnews@pugetsound.edu

New Enrollment VP to begin in 2013

T

By CHELSEA TSUCHIDA

“Jenny understands and appreciates the distinctions of University
of Puget Sound, and she is enthusiastic about addressing the opportunities we face together,” President
Ronald Thomas said in a letter he
issued. “I believe we have found an
exceptional leader in Jenny Rickard, and look forward to the many
contributions she will make to
Puget Sound.”
“I wasn’t looking for a job, but
the opportunity was brought before me. I remember when I was
17 years old and going through the
whole college admission process,
Puget Sound sent me some of their
material for consideration. I’ve always had a good feeling about this
university, its personality and the
community. I think that Puget
Sound is notable for its compelling liberal arts programs and spirit
of innovation as well as its student
diversity. It has a transformative
quality,” Rickard said.

Rickard is currently the Chief
Enrollment and Communications
Officer at Bryn Mawr College in
Pennsylvania, where she has consistently met enrollment and net
tuition revenue goals, increased applications by 50 percent, increased
enrollment of students of color
from the U.S. by 50 percent and almost doubled the number of international students on campus.
In regards to the changes at Bryn
Mawr, Rickard explained, “It had
a lot to do with relationships and
working to create an inclusive environment that would attract students of diversity. I’ve really seen
Bryn Mawr change as a community.”
Rickard has worked in admissions, enrollment management and
marketing in a variety of institutions. Her impressive resume includes, but is not limited to, roles
at Swathmore College, Penn., admission recruitment coordinator

for NYU School of Law, member of
the College Board’s SAT committee
and president of The Common Application.
With previous positions at PeopleSoft, Datatel and J.P. Morgan &
Co., Rickard’s experience extends
beyond higher education, experience which she shares with students as a lecturer in enrollment
management at University of Pennsylvania’s Graduate School of Education.
Rickard graduated with a B.A.
in Political Science from Swarthmore College, a Masters of Business Administration from NYU,
Stern School of Business and a doctorate in higher education management from the University of Pennsylvania. However, being born and
raised in Palo Alto, Calif., Rickard
expressed that she is excited to return to the West Coast.
When asked how her personal
college experience led to her career
in enrollment management, Rickard said, “In California, there aren’t
as many liberal arts colleges as opposed to big universities. I personally went to a liberal arts college,
which was smaller than my high
school. I realized that I learned so
much just from living with students
from different parts of the nation.
I deeply believe in access to education, especially for students who
maybe didn’t have access to a liberal arts education.”
Current Vice President for Enrollment George Mills, who has

PRINTGREEN

“Faculty and many students have
been supportive of the idea of encouraging responsible printing,
with the goal of lessening our impact on the environment as part of
our larger sustainability efforts at
the University,” Riche said.
Some might argue that, if few
students will reach the limit, the
number of credits given to each
student could be seen as superfluous. However, the meter displaying the remaining credits is not
designed to create a barrier for students on the amount of pages they
are able to print.
“I think it promotes a sense of
awareness about our usage and
consumption of resources and materials. You have to be aware of
how much you’re using, how much
you’re printing,” Megan Lundquist,
a member of Technology Services,
said. “I also think professors become more aware of how much
they make you read.”

With every piece of technology,
however, there are always technological issues, and PrintGreen has
had its share of mishaps. One of the
major issues, according to Riche,
has been “the interaction with the
software client used to give students a count of their remaining
print credit on-screen as they are
printing each job and the profile
that each user has within the system.”
“I’ve printed a few pages, and it
would not print but it would charge
my account,” Anela Zekiri, a worker from Access Services, said. “It
would do that to several students
who would come up and complain
about it.” Zekiri noted that this issue occurred “all the time.”
“The system is on hold temporarily while we address the technical issue,” Riche said. “Because we
wanted to minimize the impact of
these technical issues on students,
we have “turned off” counting of

he University of Puget Sound will welcome Jenny Rickard to the campus community as the
new Vice President for Enrollment on Jan. 2.
Rickard will be involved in “enrollment planning, student recruitment, admission and financial aid as
well as serving as an advisor to President Ronald Thomas
and overseeing a staff of 32 in the Office of Admissions and
Student Financial Services”, states a University press release.

continued FROM page 1

fall of 2012 by the Library, Media
and Information Systems committee (LMIS). A meter is displayed
on the screen with the allotted 750
credits per student, per semester.
Each page side printed takes off one
credit from the account. For instance, a double-sided page would
remove two credits. After all credits are exhausted, students will pay
10 cents per side printed.
Paying for printing has not been
implemented before the PrintGreen program, but “PrintGreen
is not designed to be, and is not, a
profit-making enterprise. With a
quota of 750 prints, the vast majority of students will never reach their
limit, and thus will not be paying
anything for their printing,” Cindy
Riche, Director of Client Support
& Educational Technology Services at Puget Sound, said.
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RICKARD: New VP coming.
been an influential leader on the
Puget Sound campus for the past
42 years, will continue to have a
presence on campus as a part of
Puget Sound’s capital campaign efforts.
“There is a privilege of coming to
a place like Puget Sound, into this
community, [in] coming into the
legacy left by George Mills. Puget
Sound already has a very seasoned
admissions team, and I look forward to working with Admissions
and Student Financial Services as
well as the students, faculty and
staff,” Rickard said.
When asked what she wants the
Puget Sound student body to know,
Rickard responded, “I really have
fun, that’s important to me.” Rickard will be present on campus in
October and November, and she
is “excited for a new challenge and
opportunity.”
student prints. We have fixed the
problem and are testing it now, with
the goal to start counting prints
again starting on Oct. 1, at which
point we will re-set everyone’s quota back to the full amount.”
Resetting the credits on all accounts will not only help to refresh the system and its malfunctions, but will also be beneficial to
the students who had their meters
corrupted by the program’s previous issues.
Having tracked the issues and
worked out the bugs, by the time
PrintGreen is in full effect, it is
hoped that it will be fully functional and able to help students reduce
their consumption and encourage
environmentally beneficial decisions.
Riche said, “PrintGreen is intended to encourage responsible
printing, and to allow everyone to
track their own printing to better
inform their personal choices.”

Securit y Report
The following is a summary of
incidents occurring on campus
and reported to Security Services
between August 18, 2012 and September 17, 2012:

a university lot at N. 18th and Lawrence Streets was reported broken
into. The ignition was found damaged and the vehicle registration
was stolen from the glove box.

· Twelve (12) bicycles have been reported stolen from campus bicycle
racks. In all cases, cable style locking devices were used to secure the
bicycles.

· Several students had personal
items stolen from the bleachers in
the Fieldhouse. The items were left
unattended and unsecured during a
class early in the morning. Nearly
all the items were recovered offcampus and returned to the stu-

· A Ford Ranger pick-up parked in

dents. Tacoma Police Detectives are
working on suspect information.
· A staff member reported her wallet containing cash and credit cards
was stolen from her office in Jones
Hall.
Crime Prevention
Please do your part to prevent crime
on-campus by following these simple guidelines.
· Use a U-Bolt style lock to secure

The Puget Sound Trail

your bicycle. Cable locks are easily cut. Always secure your bicycle
through the frame to the storage
rack. Use a second lock to secure
your front wheel to the bicycle.
· Keep personal property (lap-tops,
backpacks, wallets, cellular telephones) secured at all times. Do not
leave these items unattended in the
Library, Student Center or Fieldhouse. Take your items with you or
ask a friend to watch them for you.

· Always keep your room or office
secured when you are away—even
if you only plan on being gone for
short periods.
· Security Services is open 24/7 to
serve you. Please call 253.879.3311
for assistance and to report suspicious activity on campus.
Courtesy of Todd A. Badham, Director of Security Services
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Printing policies Sustainability still crucial
impractical, unfair
By KAYLA GUTIERREZ
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Sustainability: Students struggle to cope with new stringent
sustainability policies. The school needs to balance its efforts
on recycling with the privileges of a student body. Campus
groups should think of new methods of coping with modern
environmental crises as opposed to imposing heavy restrictions
on students’ abilities to complete their homework.

By JOY PEARSON
Returning students of Puget
Sound are familiar with the process
of printing in the library for varying reasons, ranging from needing
readings for a class to printing several copies of handouts.
This year the library is implementing a policy in which each
student has a limit of 750 pages
they may print a semester; each
page over that limit will cost an extra ten cents.
This new policy is angering students because the majority of the
student population only prints
what they need for class. The new
policy now makes it a necessity to
stress about what you should or
should not print.
Theatre student Jenna Gerdsen is
taking an Advanced Fiction writing class in which she and other
students must print seven copies of
six-eight page papers every week to
give to other students in the class
in addition to articles they have to
read and bring to class.
“I hate reading articles on the
computer, I like to write and annotate on the pages, so I have to print
long articles to read and bring to
class” Humanities student Marissa
Friedman said.
The Learning Commons use policy states on the Puget Sound website, “It has become increasingly
important to efficiently use paper
and toner.
“Toner alone is quite expensive
and during the regular school year
at our current level of printing the
toner cartridge typically needs to
be replaced about every week.”
“I think that only having to replace the toner cartridges once
a week, taking into account the
number of pages students print
throughout the week, is amazingly efficient” Clara Sciortino, a Geology and Religion double major,
said. “What bothers me is that they
are advertising it as sustainability
when it doesn’t cost any more or
less to print double sided, so clearly
it is a money issue rather than an
environmental action.”
The school advertised this campaign by printing mass amounts
of full-page color advertisements
in the form of fliers and notices in

everyone’s campus mailbox and
hanging laminated posters across
campus.
Taking into account that the
cost of tuition for full-time enrollment students is $20,020 a semester ($40,040 annual), a portion of
the tuition money should be able
to cover printing and toner costs
and remove the necessity for a
print limit.
That being said, students this
year are taking advantage of the
times when servers are down in
the library to do all their printing
without being monitored.
Other students try to eliminate
the necessity of going to the library for printing by buying and
bringing their own printers to
keep in their rooms and share with
friends.
Students shouldn’t have to feel
like they need to bring their own
printer so that they can print as
much or as little as they would
have before the policy change.
The idea behind this policy is
good as it makes people aware of
their printing habits; however, the
implication of it is impractical and
unreasonable.
Instead of imposing a limit on
the entire student body, the library
should track individual student
printing and only notify those who
have excessive printing habits.
The library had a system in 2010
in which students would send
their pages to be printed to a server where they would have to go to
either confirm or cancel the print
if they changed their minds.
This system was by far the most
efficient because a student could
print all their pages at once, having the option to delete the job if
a student decided a print was unnecessary. This also minimized
the likelihood that prints would
be mistakenly taken by other students.
While the idea of saving paper
and toner in order to make the
school more sustainable is noble,
Puget Sound is clearly trying to
save money in a way that puts an
unnecessary burden on most students.
Imposing a universal limit on
the whole student body is impractical, stressful and unsustainable.

As a freshman here at Puget
Sound, I was excited to see what
Log Jam 2012 had to offer. Signing up for anything and everything
that caught my attention is a phenomenon that I’m sure is not uncommon among most freshmen. It
is clear that this institution strives
to maintain an eco-friendly image,
so signing up for Students for a Sustainable Campus seemed like an excellent way to get involved.
After showing up for the first
meeting, I’ll admit I was a bit skeptical about just how much I could
actually get done by being a part of
this club.
I was, however pleasantly surprised that Sarah Egger, SSC President, was setting up times to talk
to members about what they hoped
to accomplish this year. Sarah and
I got together for coffee and discussed possible projects for me to
get involved in as well as the overall
voice SSC has on campus.
Many students who approach
SSC members during tabling events
bring up the fact that we need to
implement a composting system on
campus. The reason that this has
not happened yet is not a matter of
lack of SSC involvement in getting
the system going.
Puget Sound’s stance on the issue is put rather concisely on the

website, “Large composting equipment is not only expensive, but also
very space-consuming and as of yet
solutions to either of the problems
have not been created.”
It seems as though it is up to students to get involved if a composting program is ever going to be
implemented. Because of this, it
is crucial that students concerned
with environmental responsibility talk with members of SSC about
their concerns and goals.
Even though the issue of composting continues to be unresolved,
there are still many other projects
that SSC has accomplished. Both
Sarah Egger and active third-year
member Bailey Gilmore want students to be aware that they “are not
just talk.”
They also feel that it is important
that students know they, “pushed
through Eco2go containers, piloted composting for oncampus houses and worked with sustainability
services to increase the availability of recycling bins in the residence
halls.” There is always room for
improvement, but it is important
to recognize what is being accomplished to create a more sustainable
campus.
It really is as simple as it seems.
Despite the inevitable hindrances that come into play whenever
major reform is being attempted,
the important thing is supporting

worthwhile projects. I actually had
no clear idea about what I wanted
to accomplish by getting involved
with SSC, but I now know that I
hope help to push through a ban
on the sale of plastic water bottles
in The Sub. This is a major project
that is gaining some momentum
that, unfortunately, many students
might not know about.
Openness is key when it comes to
issues that affect not only our campus, but also how our campus affects the environment at large.
Sustainability is not an issue that
strictly refers to Puget Sound. Rather, it spreads beyond the bounds of
our campus, of Tacoma and even
the United States. Students for a
Sustainable Campus, however, has
the potential to serve as a catalyst
—a notion that is highlighted in the
club’s mission statement: “Our mission is to create greater community awareness of issues afflicting the
world today and to cultivate an enthused network of conscientious
Tacomans questioning their impact
on the environment.”
Puget Sound should serve as
an example for environmentally sound policy making as well as
student involvement. SSC provides
an open forum for students to become a part of the kinds of projects
that serve to make the University
of Puget Sound increasingly ecofriendly.

PHOTO COURTESY/PETER DAVIDSON

Green Students: Students for a Sustainable Campus continue Logger traditions of environmentalism and green activism. These are important values for a campus to always keep in mind. .

Want your opinion to be heard?

If you have a strong reaction to an article, e-mail us at trailops@pugetsound.edu, or visit our
new website at trail.pugetsound.edu and share your voice with us. We will select responses
each week to publish in the next issue.

Opinions
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Voter fraud and state laws: discrimination now

ID laws: the Jim Crow of modern America Fraud: a GOP construction
By ANYA CALLAHAN
The Presidential campaign in
2008 turned out historical numbers of youth and minority voters.
A tremendous achievement for our
nation. Engaging record numbers
of citizens in voter participation—
assumedly a cross-party victory,
right? Think again.
Since President Obama’s election in ’08 many sate legislatures,
(cough, G.O.P politicians), have
proposed and passed new voting
laws requiring all voters to present
state-issued photo ID. The Brennan Center for Justice reports during this past year alone, over twodozen new voter laws have passed
in 19 states. Ostensibly harmless
laws; however, restrictions that
have drastically higher impact
on minority and youth voices—
e.g. demographics who statistically vote Democrat. These laws have
the potential of being so influential
that the exclusion of the disenfranchised voters may push swing states
to vote Romney.
Though voter fraud does happen, according to data taken from
the Washington state gubernatorial race in 2008, it only occurs about
0.0009% of the time.
These laws, under the veil of protecting the sanctity of the vote, will
be inflicting a lot more harm than
justice. A recent report done by the
Black Youth Project projects an estimated 700,000 young minority
voters could be banned from voting this election in consequence of
these new laws.
In the current voter ID case in
Pennsylvania, Applewhite v. Commonwealth of Pennsylvania, state
legislators were never required, or
offered proof, that voter fraud ever
occurred.
So while there were never any
significant documented issues of
voter fraud, thousands of American citizens with the guaranteed
freedom to vote will be denied this
basic civil right.
Having an accurately represented democracy is essential for truly “democratic” governments, and
this representation comes from
high voter turnout. Some countries
have national holidays for voting,

guaranteeing all voices have a better chance of being heard. Come on
America, can we take a note from
Europe already?
Voter ID laws put another layer
of bureaucracy between the government and individuals’ voices.
New voters in states with these laws
now not only must register to vote,
but they must ensure they have a

transgendered people and people
who already are probably having
a shitty time because of their disadvantaged socio-economic status, so can we just let their voice be
heard already? Luckily, our current
home state of Washington is not
proposing any of these discrimina-

Ever since Mitt Romney won
the nomination as the Republican
Party’s candidate for president, his
campaign has remained suffused
with a profound disdain for truth
and fair play. Recent comments
reported by Mother Jones’ David
Corn, however, bely a deeper mistrust for the American electorate.
Speaking to a private fundraiser on May 17, Romney was caught
on video asserting that “Forty-seven percent of Americans are dependent upon government [...] My job
is not to worry about those people.”
These shocking comments align
starkly with the state Republican
Party’s efforts to disenfranchise
potentially tens of thousands of
voters through stringent voter ID
laws.
The forty-seven percent Romney rails against are those who
would be most effected by these
laws: Americans living in poverty

It is essential that students and
staff alike on this campus be aware
of the wholesale disenfranchisement of minorities taking place
around this country due to recent
Voter ID laws. Since 2006, GOP legislatures in 33 states have passed

COMIC COURTESY/RJ MATSON/ROLL CALL

state-issued photo ID. Did I mention that these state issued IDs do
not come free of charge? Most of us
remember the bullshit endured at
our first visit to the DMV.
The bottom line is, voter identification laws disproportionately affect the youth, minorities, people
who work, the poor, single moms,

tory laws, but perhaps your home
state is. What makes this issue even
more upsetting is that no one seems
to be speaking out about this legalized discrimination.
It is our job as mobilized youth
and to ensure that we are getting
our voice out this election.
Go mobilize your community.

Is Romney lying to win?
By C.J. QUEIROLO

By SEAN COLLIGAN

are less likely to own a vehicle, and
therefore more likely to lack a driver’s license.
What’s more troubling, however,
is Romney’s wanton disrespect to
nearly half of the American population.
“[They] pay no income tax,”
Romney said, in reference to the
forty-seven percent earlier. “I will
never convince them they should
take personal responsibility and
care for their lives.”
It seems that Romney just doesn’t
get it. The problem is not that these
people rely on government, or that
they “aren’t taking personal responsibility” for their lives: It is
that they are caught in a culture of
what commentators have labelled
“vulture” or “vampire” campitalism, where the economic structure
is founded on creating vast numbers of impoverished Americans
who then require that government
assistance in order to survive.
Puget Sound students report be-

ing shocked when they first heard
the comments.
“Romney’s comments are nonsensical,” Jack McGougan, a freshman, said. “Nine of the 10 [poorest]
states have Republican governors.
I’m not sure if he believes any of
this, or if he was just saying this to
win over wealthy donors.”
But even if the comments don’t
speak to Romney’s true thoughts
on nearly half of the American
population, they still reveal a deeper antipathy for the truth.
Since the beginning of the primary season, Romney has been accused of lying and swapping opinions as frequently as Mr. Santorum
swapped his sweater vests.
We should expect not only a
modicum of truthfulness from our
politicians, but we should demand
a shred of respect from them.
If Americans really want a president who treats our most vulnerable this way, I’m probably in the
wrong country.

laws requiring some form of identification be presented upon casting
a ballot. Seventeen of those states
have passed even stricter laws requiring a government-issued photo
ID. If one were to believe the commonly repeated line by the GOP
and related institutions, these laws
were put into place to combat the
serious problem of voter fraud.
Regrettably, that story fails to
hold up against even the most cursory examination. Voter ID laws
have been put in place as a political maneuver aimed at preventing
lower-income groups from reaching the voting booth in November.
Don’t believe me? An excerpt
from a speech by Pennsylvania House majority leader Mike
Turzai makes it clear, “Pro-Second
Amendment? The Castle Doctrine,
it’s done. First pro-life legislation—
abortion facility regulations—in
22 years, done. Voter ID, which is
going to allow Governor Romney
to win the state of Pennsylvania,
done.”
But wait! Isn’t voter fraud a serious concern that warrants regulation and oversight? Well, no not
really. Several studies have proven—and I do not use that word
lightly—that the voting fraud as addressed by recent legislation has a
statistically insignificant effect on
election results.
This was rather bluntly illustrated in a widely cited study by the
Brennan Center, proclaimed “the
truth of the matter is that voter
fraud—votes knowingly cast by ineligible individuals—is exceedingly

rare; one is more likely to be struck
by lightning than to commit voter
fraud.”
A New York Times analysis in
2007 identified 120 cases over five
years, though many of these were
either confusion over legibility or
bribery by politicians.
However, even if instances of
true voter fraud (not election irregularities like glitches, lost votes
etc.) could have an effect on electoral results, the state of Pennsylvania itself, mentioned earlier for its
blatantly partisan motivation, admits it has no evidence of any voter fraud existing prior to regulation
and furthermore, that these laws
will in no way prevent future occurrences.
So why, do you ask, have Voter
ID laws exploded in the past two
years? The answer is as simple as it
is disturbing.
By any measure and any study,
the regulations disproportionately
affect minorities, women and the
young, all of whom are key demographics for the Democratic party.
By making it more difficult to vote,
the GOP is successfully manipulating the electoral system of this
country, stonewalling a significant
number of voters in a race that is
projected to be one of the closest in
history. In a nation designed to be
a democratic republic, the motivation and results of Voter ID laws are
antithetical to its foundations.
“The number of people in this
country who vote is already low,
and it’s already hard enough to find
time to vote, so why are politicians
making it harder? Our system is
supposed to be a representative democracy, and the way those work
is everyone casts a vote and everyone has an equal say. Anything that
makes the process more difficult
should be suspect. This isn’t even
anything to do with partisanship,
it’s how our country is supposed to
work,” Puget Sound student Demetrius Jackson explained.
Truly spoken, every word, yet at
least 11 percent of U.S. citizens do
not have a government-issued photo ID and will be blocked come November. What then, is to stop them
from going out and purchasing said
identification? Nothing, or rather,
no formal legislation.
But put yourself in these shoes
as described by a fellow student.
“You’re one of nearly 10 million
Americans living more than ten
miles from the nearest ID-issuing
office. You work two or three lowincome jobs just to keep food on the
table for your kids. You can’t afford
to take time off, and you don’t have
a car. What you do have is the option to either pay for this month’s
rent and a week’s worth of food, or
skip out on a meal or two, take time
off work and spend a day filling out
forms so that come November you
can exercise the rights embedded
in the foundations of this country.
That’s not a real option for millions
in this country. They aren’t numbers. They’re real obstacles for real
people.”
What can be done, you ask?
How can we counteract these blatant attempts by the GOP to suppress voting rights in our ostensibly democratic country? Call your
representatives, call your senators
and make the story known to everybody.
Cliché though it may be, phone
calls and letters to representatives
do matter; politicians do take note
when people care enough to make
their opinions known.

Opinions contained herein do not necessarily reflect the views of The Trail staff, ASUPS, the University, or its Board of Trustees. Articles and letters in the Opinions section are printed at the discretion
of the Trail editorial staff. The Trail reserves the right to refuse any letters submitted for publication. Letters to the editor will not be edited for grammar, spelling, or content, except in the case of
material that is considered to be offensive, as determined by the Trail style guide. All letters to the editor must be signed and must have an email address or phone number. Letters for publication the
following Friday are due no later than Monday at noon and may be sent to: The Puget Sound Trail, 1095 Wheelock Student Center, Tacoma, WA 98416 or trail@pugetsound.edu.
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HEY YOU! Creepy bear, quit being
so scruffy.
HEY YOU, Sexy Cellar maiden, 14
suits you well. Stop complaining.
HEY YOU! Keep calm and realize
that this phrase is F****** OVERUSED.
HEY YOU! All non-science kids:
STAY OUT OF THOMPSON.
THERE BE DRAGONS.
HEY YOU! Collins Library, “Print
Green” is a joke, right?

Want to submit a Hey You?
E-mail
trailheyyou@pugetsound.edu
or put one in the boxes in
Diversions or Oppenheimer Cafe.
The Trail will never publish
Hey Yous that explicitly refer
to individuals or groups or are
hateful or libelous in nature. A
full description of the policy can
be found at trail.pugetsound.edu.
HEY YOU! Tall, blonde, cutie who
plays guitar. I’ll “tell you true,” you’re
my “Room of Requirement.”
HEY YOU! Handsome president of
ASUPS, let’s grab coffee sometime.
Saturday September 15, 8 p.m.
Diversions. I’ll be the girl in the red
dress. See you there?
EDITOR’S NOTE TO THE PRESIDENT OF ASUPS: Due to the late
date of the first printing of The Trail,
you missed your date. Don’t worry,
I went instead. We had a wonderful

time.
DEAR YOU,
I’d like to have coffee in a house,
I’d like to have coffee with a mouse,
I’d like to have coffee in a box,
And I’d really, really like to have coffee with a Fox.
Foxy Hillel leader will you have a
hot beverage with me sometime?
Or maybe dinner again?
HEY DIVERISONS!
What happened to the Map O’
Baristas?
HEY YOU! Cool Diversions baristas, thanks for making that scruffy
bear eat an esspresso puck brownie.
You rock.
HEY YOU! Sorority Gal, I like your
style behind the bar, making my coffee with coconut.

HEY YOU! Little Mowglis! Do the
monkey dance!
HEY YOU! Gorgeous frog, I see
you working in Opp with your long
flowing blond hair, and all I can
think is if I’m Peter Pan, please be
Tinkerbell.
HEY YOU! Help Washington become the first state to uphold marriage equality! Vote yes on Ref. 74!

HEY YOU! My new doppelganger—
Cut that shit out, I’ve already staked
out this turf.

HEY YOU! Person who left two
eco-tainers and some trash apples in
Wyatt, your loss!

HEY YOU! You’re in school at a
small liberal arts college. What’s the
worst that could happen? COME
OUT ALREADY!

HEY YOU! Pomurn family dinners
make my week!
HEY YOU! COME SEE THE
UPRIGHT CITIZENS BRIGAGE
IN SCHNEEBECK CONCERT
HALL THIS SATURDAY.
SCHNEEEEEEEEEEEEBECK.
HEY YOU! Lonely friendless freshman. You aren’t the only one. It took
me months to make real friends.
Embrace the awkward!
HEY YOU! Fellow passages backpacker, let’s pitch a tent together.

HEY YOU! Yo’ Third floor T/P,
What up MONGOOSE!!!!!

HEY YOU! Submit some HEY
YOUS! (Boxes in Diversions and

THE HAPPY TRAIL

HEY YOU! Couple getting it on in
the Mail Room. Nice.
HEY YOU! Yeah, I like you. Ask me
out already.

HEY YOU! Yo, scoot for life.

HEY YOU! Kid who gets drunk and
throws Skittles, maybe peeing on
roadsigns isn’t the best idea...

Oppenheimer).

HEY YOU! Tall, curly-haired blonde
boy, I’d like you to get swoll in me...

HEY YOU! Cute ASUPS President:
The Hey You Editor blew my mind.
But his razor wit, dashing good
looks and overwhelming manhood
was simply too much perfection
to handle. I’m still game if you are.
Meet me on the 29th.
Same Bat place,
Same Bat time,
Same Bat dress.

HEY YOU! Cute boy who picked
up my wallet after I dropped it, how
about we use it before I lose it again?
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HEY YOU! Hipster with colored
rimmed glasses in my Chinese religion class, you are really cute!
HEY YOU! Curly haired flute player,
come back to Puget Sound and we
can practice our fingerings.
HEY YOU! Beautiful science gal, I
see you studying over there in Opp
as I look out of the third floor of
Harned, and all I can say is capsaicin!
HEY YOU! Mom! I’m so happy you
could be here for this!
HEY YOU! Hey BRICKVILLE, so
excited to go BEASTMODE with
you and the fam this Saturday.
HEY YOU! Girl with the hedgehog,
those prickly quills never looked so
good.
HEY YOU! Biochem tutor, how
about some practical applications of
that chemistry we’ve been working
on?

A Weekly Sex Column

Making the bedroom a “happier” place...

Hello freshmen!

Kama sutra in a dorm room

By GIRTH BROOKS

By HARRY SASSCROTCH

Hello freshmen! Yes, you. I’m talking to you. I know that these first few
weeks have been so exciting for you!
You’re in a new place. You’re learning
new things. You’re meeting new people. You’re a part of a college community for the first time in your lives!
And people are having sex.
Now that’s not to say that people
weren’t getting it on in high school.
Trust me, they were. But this is new,
ya know?
You’re away from your parents.
You have your own private living
space (prying roommates and thin
walls aside). And when there are
more opportunities to bump uglies?
Well…people are gonna do it.
I’m not here to tell you to have sex.
I’m not here to tell you to abstain,
either. But if you decide to hook up
with somebody, I want to make sure
that you’re doing it in a respectful
way!
For many of you, college is probably your first big exposure to an
environment with such a sex-positive attitude. I mean, we have a sex
column in the newspaper for God’s
sake. (I know that my podunk little
hometown would have shuddered at
the thought.) And in my mind, an

open-minded attitude towards sex is
great. As long as sex is safe and consensual, then it’s freaking awesome!
So if you’re going to have casual
sex, one-night stands or hook-ups,
please, for the love of God, be respectful about it. When somebody
opens themselves up to you sexually,
they are trusting you. And when you
respect that, you are often rewarded!
*wink*
Don’t judge the guy from Garden
Level Todd/Phibbs for going home
with a stranger at a party. And don’t
shame your friend for hooking up
with the hot girl from Anderson/
Langdon. These are our bodies, and
they are meant to be enjoyed!
Now if you haven’t made your sexual debut at Puget Sound yet, don’t be
worried. Chances are, there are a lot
more people who AREN’T getting
laid *points to self* than those who
are. Take your time, get comfortable
in this new place, and when you’re
ready to rock somebody’s world?
ROCK THEIR F****** WORLD.
So that’s my love letter to you,
freshmen! You young, innocent, lanyard-toting newbies!
Be open-minded. Be safe. And
have great sex. As long as it’s what
YOU want to do!
Have an awesome, sexy year.

Well, it’s that time of year again:
when students travel back to campus and move into new dorm
rooms.
And as the year begins anew, we
once again venture to those quintessential Puget Sound house parties. And so begins the experiences
of dorm room hook-ups.
First things first: Dorm rooms do
not necessarily create a desirable
atmosphere for getting down.
We have roommates that we
share the space with, and neighbors
all over the building. And many
pieces of furniture aren’t built to
sustain horny students.
But beds are. Beds are sturdy.
Beds are pretty great for sex.
Beds are the quintessential place
for sex. But they do have their
drawbacks. Have you felt those
mattresses lately?
If you do want to hookup in the
bunk, most people get padding for
general additions for comfort.
Recently, a big trend has included those memory foam mattress
and pads that improve your spine
alignment or prevent scoliosis.
Though they provide a great
night’s sleep, many have com-

plained that they are not ideal for
sex. One reviewer quoted that it
“was like doing it in quicksand”. So
if that’s not necessarily your thing,
ditch the foam.
However, do you always want to
do it in the bed?
If you don’t want to be confined
to the bed, go for it! But keep in
mind which things in your room
are stable/strong enough for some
humping.
Or simply, just stand and lean
against them! It’s simple and it gets
the job done!
For instance, dorm chairs are
especially perfect for reverse cowboy/cowgirl in which the receiving
partner rides the giving partner.
And if you have a rocking chair,
you just have added motion to play
with. But just make sure you’ve got
your footing.
You don’t even need furniture!
The giving partner (strength permitting) can hold the receiving
partner while leaning against the
wall. Or both can stand while the
receiving partner leans on the wall.
And then again, the floor works
just fine! Just be sure to do your
work on a rug/towel/comfortable
material that doesn’t give you any
chaffing or irritation (talk about

rough).
Another aspect is to be cautious
of your volume. Some buildings do
have thicker walls, like Regester or
A/L, and some are paper thin, like
Trimble. And let’s just say those
doors don’t exactly help.
If things do get a little loud, that
shouldn’t discourage you! Make
sure your windows are closed, or
put a towel rolled up at the foot of
the door. Both of those options can
cut down on outside noise.
So with sex in dorm rooms: safety first, but don’t shy away because
I’ve told you about a few precautions. There are countless ways to
have great sex in a dorm room.
This is college, and for many
the first exploration into sex. Like
anything you try for the first time,
there are probably going to be
some bumps in the road (pun totally intended).
That’s part of the fun of sex, experimenting with what you’ve got
and what you can do.
So everyone, prepare your bed
and soundproof your walls. Your
roommate may get a little frustrated from all your wild intercourse
and constant need for privacy. But
then again, that’s college, right?

Welcome to a new year of sex and romance
By ANNA fAPMAN

Well, hello there. Fancy seeing you here. Welcome to a brand
spankin’ new year of The Happy
Trail—your friendly neighborhood sex section (sextion?). My
fellow writers and I are so excited
by the honor of bringing you another year of information, advice
and horrible puns.
A few rules for our beautiful
new relationship—first off, we

are not experts. We are students
just like you who want to promote
healthy conversation among our
fellow lovers and learners.
If you need medical or psychological advice please find an expert—we are trained only by years
and years of unabashed sluttiness
(well… I speak only for myself).
As young students, we are all
early into our sexual careers. So
as writers, we try to speak to the
beginner—this is not to dumb you

down (we don’t doubt that some of
you have had great sex, and that
some of you are abstaining for
great reasons!), but rather to be
sure to include everyone, no matter how much experience they’ve
had.
So for example, if you are at
the crop-and-constraints level of
kink rather than the fuzzy pink
handcuffs level, seek a kink guru
instead. Or ask us to direct you to
some quality reading material.

Sometimes, we say naughty
words. Different words make different people uncomfortable.
However, in the interest of normalizing sexual conversation, we
will be using all the dirty words we
love. Cock. Pussy. Asshole. Cooter.
Finally, we try our best to be as
non-normative as possible—that
is why I am especially pleased to
welcome my partners in crime this
year. This section, which began
with two (mostly) straight white

women, has evolved to welcome
a diversity of genders and sexualities.
So if you are interested in contributing a voice or opinion,
please contact us! We appreciate
all respectful comments at http://
trail.pugetsound.edu/topics/thehappy-trail/.
Thanks for reading, and happy
trails!
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Ski Level to Sea Level calls for student action

PHOTO COURTESY / MATT SKLAR

Revamping on-campus proactivity: Through two weekends of seminars and excursions, Puget
Sound faculty provide strategies for students to become future leaders of change.

By HAILA SCHULTZ
Helen Engle exuded energy and
sweetness as she walked to the front
of Trimble Forum on the night of
Friday, Sept. 7. Her talk, “Politics and
Public Participation in the Nisqually
Watershed,” would be the opener of
a three-day Ski Level to Sea Level
event, hosted by the Sound Policy Institute.
After a prestigious introduction
given by professor Daniel Sherman,
the director of the Sound Policy Institue, detailing her extensive work

in the conservation of the Nisqually
River Delta, Engle shook her head
humbly and introduced herself as a
homemaker and mother of seven.
As she began to speak, though, the
reason that she is considered such a
successful catalyst for change was
more than evident: She captures the
hearts of her audience by being honest and positive. Occasionally she
even throws humorous anecdotes in
to her story.
Engle’s presentation was not accusatory or pessimistic as might seem
appropriate when speaking of the

negative effects of humans on nature.
Instead, her words were hopeful
and encouraging. She established
herself as a living example of how,
with dedication and communication, almost anything can be accomplished.
Engle first got involved with the
preservation and restoration of the
Nisqually River Delta in 1964. Her
experience and passion grew as she
became a founder of the Tahoma
Audubon Society and a recipient of
an honorary doctorate degree rewarded by the University of Puget

Sound.
After 40 years of work, Engle saw
the beautiful and rewarding fruits
of her labor: With her help, the
Nisqually was saved from development into a shipping port and was
turned instead into the 3,000-acre
Nisqually Wildlife Refuge.
Engle’s presentation began with
the basics and answered the question:
What steps do I need to take in order
to make a difference?
Among the expected tips like “do
your homework” and “find likeminded people,” she encouraged students
to get to know the people who are
or will be affected by the project and
warned them that if they are successful, they will inevitably make friends.
She advised getting to know press
on a personal level and to educate
congressmen as opposed to accusing them.
“Soon you will have friends in high
places,” she noted. Perhaps her most
unexpected piece of advice was to
make friends with those who do not
agree with the cause.
“Get to know opposition, that
they’re real human beings, and they
could live right down the street from
you,” she said.
Many Puget Sound students may
not know much about the Sound
Policy Institute, even though it is an
important part of the campus community.
“[The Institute] supports and provides opportunities for students in
the Environmental Policy and Decision Making, helps to integrate sustainability into the curriculum across
disciplines and throughout our campus, and engages community members through the programs that we
offer,” Katharine Appleyard, the research and program coordinator of

the Sound Policy Institute, said.
“Programs like this prove the importance of the environment to the
University of Puget Sound and its
goal to produce adults who are aware
of the environment and the Tacoma
community,” she continued.
This is the second year that the Ski
Level to Sea Level course has been offered.
It includes two weekends of venturing out into nature via hikes, boat
rides and tours complimented by lectures given by various community
members.
“It’s all about getting a better understanding about where we are in
this place,” Sherman said.
The second weekend, themed
“Laws and Land Use Designations in
the Puyallup/White Watershed,” will
begin on the evening of Friday Sept.
28 and end on Sunday, Sept. 16.
It will feature speakers such as
Jeffrey Thomas, Director of Timber, Fish and Wildlife for the Puyallup Tribe and will include a sunrise
Mount Rainier walk and conclude
with a Commencement Bay boat
tour.
Sherman assured me that even
though the course is no longer available for academic credit, students can
still enroll as community members
for a small fee of $45.
Anyone who is interested in attending the course can contact Katherine Appleyard at (253) 879-3716 or
kappleyard@pugetsound.edu.
“This is the perfect time in your life
to start making a difference,” Engle
said as she walked out of the room.
She told me that saving and restoring the natural world is “revealing work,” and that if the process is
taken step-by-step, incredible things
can be done.

Professor spotlight: Math department’s Cynthia Gibson
By EMILY ALFIN JOHNSON

For even the most liberal of liberal arts students, it is nearly impossible to get to know the over
230 full-time faculty on this campus. While we can’t introduce you
to every professor, it is the goal
of this column to help you get to
know a few a little better, discovering their passions, previous professions, pet peeves and what they do
with their coveted free time.
Meet Cynthia Gibson, ‘89 graduate of Puget Sound and visiting instructor with the Math and Computer Science departments.
After attending graduate school
at the University of Oregon, Gibson heard from her college advisor,
Brian Smith, that the Puget Sound
Math department had a vacancy,
and with wonderful symmetry, she
filled it.
With a few exceptions as her
family grew, she has been here at
Puget Sound ever since. This fall
is her 10th year. I met with her in
her beautiful office on the third
floor of Thompson Hall, looking
out over the courtyard. Her shelves
are filled with pictures of her family, thick books and statues of geometric shapes and knots.
Keeping with the theme, her
walls are covered with brighly
colored, perfectly circular decals
handed down from her daughter’s
childhood bedroom. The amount
of time she has devoted to math
now seems much less intimdating.
So, let’s begin.
Q: Within the Math department,
what subjects do you focus on?
A: This semester I am teaching
a section of Calculus and Analytic Geometry as well as two sections
of Applied Statistics. I specialize,
however, in Topology.
Q: Did you come to Puget Sound

knowing you wanted to focus your
studies around math and topology?
A: Hardly. Math was not something that came easily to me, and
I had to work really had to understand it.
I am, however, determined to
work through things when I am
struggling, so I fought my way and
eventually got better with the help
of some amazing professors.
Professors often see things in
students, strengths and abilities,
that they themselves are not even
aware of, and Professor Smith was
one of those professors for me.
He encouraged me to continue in
this field, and convinced me that I
could succeed.
I did know early on that I wanted to work in teaching, I just never
imagined it would be at this level!
Q: Speaking of your undergraduate experience, what was one of
the highlights of the courses you
took here at Puget Sound?
A: During my senior year, I
knew I had to take a language for
the entrance exam to graduate
school and so I settled on German.
I went in the first day and went up
to the professor to explain that I
was there for my graduate school
exam, so I just needed to be able to
read German.
The professor, Kent Hooper, who
is still here teaching German, had
none of it. He made a point that
semester to get my pronunciation
right. I did more then my fair share
of the hard “CH” trying to learn
German.
Q: As a professor, what is one of
your favorite classes to teach?
A: I have a soft spot for Linear
Algebra. Students enter the course
just as they are truly becoming
mathematicians and begin the semester barely understanding what
a proof looks like, let alone what it

PHOTO COURTESY / JACK GILBERT

Gibson: Full of anecdotes and mathematical puns, she enlivens otherwise formulaic subject matter.
is.

Then, by the end of the class,
they’re elated when they answer
one with ease. It’s incredibly cute
to watch.
What I want from all my classes, but especially the 100 level ones,
is for people to be consumers of
math.
No matter how much you dislike it, it’s out there. We have to live
with it. Please try and understand
some of it so people don’t abuse
you with statistics!
Q: How do you spend your time
outside of the classroom?
A: I have three teenagers who

play sports and lead hectic lives,
so I spend a lot of time taking care
of them—going to cross country
meets or football games, helping
them, and now their friends, with
math homework.
I have become very popular now
that their friends are old enough
to drive; I’ll come home and find
one of their friends waiting on the
couch when my kids aren’t even
home to ask me questions about
their math homework.
When a free moment does appear, often when I am waiting in
the car to pick one of my kids up, I
love to read and crochet.

I have been making quite a few
baby blankets recently, though I
haven’t had many people in need of
them just yet!
Q: What did you and your family
do over the summer break without
math work to keep you busy?
A: We actually went on a threeweek trip to the east coast to visit Washington D.C. and Disney
World.
We spent a week in D.C., a week
in Disney World and a week exploring in between. It was an amazing
trip and the kids had a great time.

atures
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Backpacks of Hope
Prop 1 to reform bus system
sparks student interest
By NAKISHA RENEE JONES

By ANITA TAM
Did you know that there is an estimated one in four children in Washington state living in households that
don’t have enough food to eat?
That was mentioned in a recent
report from the Children’s Alliance,
which also noted that hunger is growing more rapidly in Washington state
than in most other states, as published in a press release from the St.
Leo Food Connection.
To combat the problem of child
hunger, Backpacks of Hope was started by Kevin Glackin-Coley, director
of St. Leo Food Connection, in January of 2008.
He got the idea from a conference he went to where someone else
was implementing a similar program. They started out by serving 50
kids at Tacoma’s McCarver Elementary School. Counselors chose the
students who were at highest risk as
those who would receive these backpacks.
Now they have expanded to 14
schools in Tacoma and will serve between 400 and 500 students this year.
The St. Leo Food Connection’s website states that the backpack program
represents a new and innovative way
of providing families with food resources to meet the basic nutritional
needs of children. Funding from the
program comes from many sources.
A typical backpack includes two
bags full of food to last over a weekend. Inside, each bag contains 12
items that cover each meal of the day
such as canned soups and granola
bars for snacks.
Children receive the backpacks on
Friday and bring them back on Mon-

PHOTO COURTESY / ELI SPIEGEL

Interest meeting: Representatives of the organization relayed their mission statement
and encouraged students to
volunteer.
day to be replenished the following
Friday.
Jasmine Kaneshiro is the program
director on campus. She works closely
with the Spirituality, Service & Social
Justice office on the service project.
There was an interest meeting to
kick-start Backpacks of Hope oncampus Wednesday, Sept. 13. Between 10 and 15 people came to volunteer and listen to Glackin-Coley
explain the primary goals of the program.
One interested volunteer, Rebecca
Short, was particularly enthusiastic
and hopes to encourage activism.
She will be sponsoring a water balloon fight on Sept. 28 at 5 p.m. on
Todd Field as a fundraiser.

Walking from class to class may
take five, maybe 10 minutes at most.
Getting to and from the S.U.B. or
Collins Library is not something
that takes a lot of planning beforehand.
University pavements are maintained and structured to provide
ease of access for students and passersby to get from place to place. Step
off campus into the worn concrete
of Tacoma and suddenly traversing
from locations takes a little more effort.
Many students have extra forms
of mobility like skateboards or
bikes, but the general population of
those in Tacoma use the bus system
to get to and from activities.
The area of Tacoma surrounding the Puget Sound campus and
the connecting neighborhoods is
known as Pierce County, which
identifies the local bus system as
Pierce Transit. Another main county near Tacoma, King County, follows the Metro Transit bus system.
Currently, if any person had a
place in mind that they wanted to
travel to in Tacoma, the bus system is adequate enough to get them
there with minimal walking in between.
It would generally take two to
three buses to get to most common
places within Tacoma or to connecting areas like Federal Way or Lakewood. The bus system used to be
more maintained, but federal budget reductions have taken a toll on
the quality of service.
Over the years, the transit system’s
funding has been dwindling and the
number of buses has been diminishing right along with it. Perhaps one

of the largest adaptions felt today is
the failure to pass legislature Proposition 1 in February of 2011.
This plan called for a 0.3 percent
increase in sales tax in order to preserve the bus service as it was and
add a few additional features over
time. Voters rejected the proposition, however, and subsequently
transit service has declined 35 percent, with reduced hours on the
days buses are still running.
This is what causes passengers to
take two to three buses to get somewhere else; it’s what makes getting
home on a Saturday night difficult, getting to church early Sunday
morning improbable, and the reason why most buses don’t run past
8 p.m. on weekdays.
The time to vote in the upcoming November election is approaching, and once again Proposition 1
has arisen. This 2012 version calls
for an additional increase in sales
tax by 0.3 percent to repair some
of the damage to our transit system and maintain the routes already
provided. However, if Proposition
1 fails this year, Pierce Transit will
lose all bus service on weekends and
discontinue service past 7 p.m. on
weekdays.
There are several Open House
meetings throughout September
and October providing more details
about the implications of the proposition, but the facts should be a determining factor alone. As one passenger aboard a Pierce Transit bus
pointed out, “They want us to take
the bus to reduce pollution and help
save on gas, then they go around
and cut public transportation. What
are we supposed to do?”
Having such an extreme shortage
of buses available impacts not only
the citizens of Tacoma, but the stu-

dents at University of Puget Sound
as well. The student body will be less
likely to engage in off campus extracurriculars without the transportation to get there. Suddenly going out
to the mall on Saturday becomes a
thing of the past.
“Any impact that reduces student accessibility to mass transit is
not helpful for the student lifestyle,”
Dean of Students Mike Segawa said.
He points out that learning and
using the bus system adds to selfsustainability, which is something
largely promoted and advocated for
those of us new to the area and still
making the lifestyle adjustment.
Roman Christiaens, Social Justice
Coordinator at Puget Sound, said he
was surprised to know that Pierce
Transit was “interested in cutting
more, given the cuts last year.”
“It’s a disservice to individuals
who are disabled and have no other means of transportation,” he continued.
If anyone has ever ridden a Pierce
Transit bus before they would have
noticed the standard of care and attention provided to the disabled
passengers riding the bus.
The most frequent complaints
about the potential cuts in bus service pertain to the disabled, the
working class, the displaced individuals, the mothers and children
and the college students. The rejection of Proposition 1 will be a detrimental blow to the Pierce Transit
bus system.
Without enough voter support,
services will start vanishing. Residents of Tacoma rely heavily on the
bus to sustain their day-to-day life,
and Puget Sound Loggers are, by
their very nature, a part of Tacoma.
So let’s rally our ballots to prolong
bus service throughout Tacoma.

An introduction to the new, diverse class of 2016
By CASEY KROLCZYK

It is the beginning of another
academic year, and the freshman
class is bringing a look of its own
to campus.
This incoming class is sporting
higher SAT scores, more first-generation college students, a narrower gender gap and a higher percentage of students of color.
Here’s how the class of 2016
breaks down:
(1) 631 enrolling first years,
slightly smaller than the current
classes.
(2) 47:53 male to female ratio,
compared to the 43:57 ratio across
all classes.
(3) 28.6 percent self-identify as
students of color (3 percent African
American, American/Alaskan, 1
percent international), up 30.5 percent from last year’s incoming class.
(4) Average SAT score (math and
critical reading combined): 1262,
up from the school average of 1250.
(5) High school GPA: 3.52 – consistent with the current classes.
(6) Of 6,872 applications for admission, 3,694 received acceptance
letters. The admission rate this
year was 53.8 percent, up from 51.8
percent.
(7) 76 percent of students come
from public high schools and 24
percent from private schools, consistent with past classes.
(8) 17 percent are first-generation college students, the highest in
five years for the University.
(9) 34 states are represented in
the freshman class. California
(189), Washington (140), Oregon
(90), Colorado (37), Hawaii (29),
Minnesota (17), Idaho (14), Alaska (13), Nevada (11) and Utah (11)
round out the top 10.
(10) The most represented high

schools are Stadium (WA), Crescent Valley (OR), Lincoln (OR),
South Eugene (OR), Woodrow
Wilson (OR), Berkeley (CA), Palo
Alto (CA), and Punahou School
(HI). Each school has between
five and eight students entering the
Puget Sound student body.
Director of Admission Fumio
Sugihara picked out some of the
stories behind the statistics. First
and foremost, the slow national
economy is having a significant impact on Puget Sound.
“Higher education is not an inexpensive venture,” Sugihara said.
“The class of 2016 is smaller than
most. We would normally like to
see another 30 to 40 students, and
we [the Office of Admissions] think
that that is largely due to the economy.”
California is another variable the
Office of Admission has watched.
With in-state tuition on the rise,
more students are willing to look
out-of-state for their college education.
That means more students to
compete for, but it also means more
competitors are drawn to the market. Even though 30 percent of
the incoming class hails from the
Golden State, that number is still
down from 33 percent last year.
Sugihara pointed out that private universities and colleges from
around the country have set up between 160 and 170 regional offices
in the state, but Puget Sound does
not currently have plans to open an
office of their own.
Faced with uncertainty at the
macro level, Sugihara said Puget
Sound is working to carve out a
space of its own among the Northwest’s top colleges.
“We’re constantly refining our
message, focusing on our faculty

and the extraordinary quality of the
education here.” Sugihara is not
just blowing smoke either. Six University of Puget Sound professors
have been named Washington Professor of the Year since the award’s
inaugural year in 1985, the most of
any college in the state.

Four of those professors (Mike
Veseth—IPE; James Evans—STS;
Nancy Bristow—History and African American Studies; Suzanne
Barnett—History and Asian Studies) are still plying their trade in
Logger classrooms. That, according to Sugihara, gives Puget Sound

a significant edge over rival colleges.
The incoming class has plenty of
potential and expectations. “These
people are going to contribute to
the social fabric of the community,”
Sugihara said.
2016, welcome to campus.
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MONDAY

d j sc h e d u l e f a l l 2 0 1 2
TUESDAY

WEDNESDAY

THURSDAY

FRIDAY

SATURDAY

SUNDAY

7 AM

Good Morning Puget
Sound Brendan Witt and
Andrew Koved

Cross the Atlantic Faith
Mattews

True Ja(m)zz Michael
Villasenor

Trip-Hop Samantha
Hartenbaum

Guitar Greats Jake
Rosendale

Bergamot & Sassafrass!
Kyle Chambers

Democracy Now!

8 AM

Across Campus Casey
Krolczyk

Rasta Wakeup with Matt and
Riley Riley Lochner and Matt
Archer

Bluegrass Gaelyn Moore and
Ben Armstrong

The Blues with Lillian
Lillian Molayem

9 AM

Fan-Fiction-Funtime Kelly
Engle

Beach Beachez Hayley Harbutt
and Alicia Cohn

The Punks are Dying Jack
Gilbert

Animal Party Daniel Cohn
and Danya AxelrodHausman

Collective Radio Will
Bergstrom and Sean
Crutchfield
Music to Blank To Emily
Alfin Johnson and Joanna
Chapman

10 AM

Alternative Caroline Clark

Crash Back Frank Walter

Sounds of Scandinavia Nikki
Polizzotto

Girls! Girlz! Gurls! Chloe
Ginnegar

11 AM

Alternative Jake Terrell

Jazz Brian Cross

Asleep at a Party Ali McGrath

The Wasteland Elaina
Friedman

Noon

Synth-alt Graham Lasser

Your Daily Dose Alex Russo

Life Lessons with Max
Keyes Max Keyes

Pillow Talk Julia Gass

1 PM

Blues Muse Taylor Goullaud

Alternative Greta Heller and
Joelle Luongo

Alternative Garage Ernesto
Haibi

The Basket House Taylor
Applegate

2 PM

GUEST HOUR

This 70's Show! Phoebe
Smith and Molly Stutzman

Supreme Dreamz with DJ
Dyslexic Kim Clancy

Blues Daze Shane Seaman

Alternative Anissa Cohen

Sandy Jams Kalia Schuster

3 PM

Local Sounds Ryan
McKenzie

Gnarly Roots Rafi Ronquillo

Bow Chicka Meow Meow
Emma Terry

4 PM
Feline Folk Hannah Walker
5 PM

Your Week in Review Ernesto
Haibi and Michael Denman

A Way With Words

Stocks and Socks Lauren
Stuck and Aree Freed

Big Picture Science

For All Tomorrow's Parties
Mairin McKnight-Slottee

Raw Roots Arthur Hogan

Legendary Cinematic Radio
Show Sean Tyree and Ian
Fox

Neon Skies Chloe Tollefson
and Emily Eisenhart

The Schopen-Hour Jeff
Nickles

Neoclassical Evan Boucher

Gemquest Erin Fremder

Girls FM with The Odd
Darlin's Molly Brown and
Andrea Eaton

It Don't Mean a Thing
Noah David

Sunrise Acoustic, Folk
Reconsidered Carol Prince

Motown, Funk, and Soul
Julia Gass

Residual Visual CJ Jost

The Jive Hour Taylor
Applegate

Professor Hour

Eighth Grade Pizza Party
Daniel Salas

Kyoto '88 William Peil

Everything Counts David
Adler

Mameshiba Kelly Engle and
Scott Segawa

Fuzz Graham Baker

Poop Show Kaari Selven
and Jeanne-Marie Joubert

Smokestack Radio Philip
Kampf
Golden Haze Molly Golanka
Don't Mean a Thing Mel
Kohler and Jackie Braun

Classical and Choral Sean
Davidson and Riley Walker

Ubiquitous They Radio Jeff
Nickles and Robyn Helwig

6 PM

The Leading Tone Matt
Wasson

7 PM

We Are The World Meg Van
Brocklin

Fab 5 Radio Fab 5

8 PM

Beat Juice Louise Blake and
Kayla Waldorf

Triangle Jake Terrel

On the Case Brennan
Stevenson

Wigglesnacks Martyn Reif
and Jacob Tishgart

B-Side Basslines Benjamin
Westinghouse Taylor and
Philip Kampf

Tom-Tronic Curtis Berklund

Warm Washed Synth with
Madison Maddie Grossan

9 PM

Tea Tree Sound System
Alex Markey

Burger King Duck Sauce with
DJ Ugly Flax Butter WIlliam Peil

Space Age Bachelor Pad
Nick Carroll

Organic Beat Juice Sam
Berkelhammer

Underground Electronic
Ryan T Elliot

Bleep Bloop Ian Earle and
Grant Hoos

Getting Funky with Jack
McGourgan Jack McGougan

10 PM

Loud Rock Lawrence
Huffines

Beat Therapy Maggie
Mendelson

Hip Hop for Geezers Ben
Ehrens

Topics in Hip Hop Kevin
Halasz

808 State of Mind David
Adler

Lingering Concerns Riley
Walker

Resistance Radio Weston
Thornburg

Ska/Punk Logan Miller

11 PM

Hell Spoon Dan Messenger

Midnight

Loud Rock Andrea White

1 AM

Love in the Time of Human
Papillomarinus Avery
Gregory

Hot Buttered Soul Kirby
Lochner

The Low Down Carolyn Corl
and Lauren Tolfa

Strait Dilla No FillaWIlliam Peil
and Brian Cross
New Prospectives in Hip Hop
Travis Shetter and Jordan
Moeller
Who Run the World
(girls)Olivia Perry and Andrea
Eaton

Working Nights with Donny Them Beats with DJ Tuba
Vegas Ben Block
Adam Taub

Braindance William W.
Winston

Rainier's Groove Nathan
Forman

Hometown Hip Hop Landon
Gauthier

The Trife Life Robin
Hopkins

Ain't Nothin' But a Hip Hop
Show Lee Pennabaker and
Aidan McDonald

Hip Hop in Context Jeremiah
Firman and Emerson Sample

Follow the Sound Kaitlin
Ohler

Words, with Lenny Leonard
Henderson

Metal Lindsay Maggard

Chillmatic: UPS State of
Mind Graham Cameron

Soul Connexion Laura
Tuscher and Elise Rudolph

Breakfast, Lunch, and
Dinner Faith Matthews &
Kalia Schuster

Contemporary Hardcore
Parker Raup

The Swingset Alex Markey

Mattress Music Mel Kohler

Progressive and
Aggressive Matt (Schiff)
Adelson

Post Alley Tommy Stone

KUPS Fall 2012 Schedule:
Alternative/ Commuter: 7:00a.m.-8:00p.m.; Electronic: 8:00p.m.-10:00p.m.; Loud Rock: Saturday-Monday, 10:00p.m.-2:00a.m.; Hip Hop: Tuesday-Friday, 10:00p.m.-2:00a.m.
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Volleyball continues along path to Nationals
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Focus: Logger volleyball gears up for yet another spike in their victory over NWC rival Whitworth on Sunday, Sept. 16.

By MARISSA FRIEDMAN
The Puget Sound women’s volleyball team is taking the Northwest Conference (NWC) by storm
this season, beginning with a successful conference-opening game
against Whitman on Sept. 14, followed by a straight-set victory over
Whitworth on Sept. 15.
Coming into the weekend, the
team (7-2, 2-0 NWC) had lost only
two matches, both to nationally
ranked teams (Christian Newport
and Wittenburg). In addition, the
team began the season with a 4-0
win streak that included victories
over nationally ranked teams.
The Loggers achieved a ranking
of No. 11 in the American Volleyball Coaches Association’s top 25
poll earlier this week, one of only
two NWC teams to make it into the

top 25 in the poll.
The Friday night game versus Whitman (2-6, 0-1 NWC) began well for the Loggers, as junior
Jackie Harvey (Santa Barbara, Calif.) recorded six kills on the way to
capturing the opening set 25-22.
The Loggers continued their
march toward victory by winning
the second set 25-19. The Missionaries, however, proved to be tough
competitors and were determined
to put up a fight until the end. With
a bit of inspired play, including
Missionary Jillian Davis’ five thirdset kills, Whitman took the third
set 25-19 from the Loggers.
Puget Sound solidified their victory over the Whitman Missionaries, capturing the fourth and final
set 25-19 to emerge victorious in
what was an impressive and crowdrousing performance on the part of

the Loggers.
“It is always exciting to open a
new volleyball season chasing a
conference title and a berth at Nationals. I thought Whitman was
improved over last year, and they
served us tougher Friday night
than anyone we had faced so far
this year. I think it says a lot that we
were able to withstand that service
pressure and still take a solid fourgame victory,” Loggers head coach
Mark Massey said.
Harvey led the Loggers with 19
kills and 11 digs, while junior Jenni Brehove (Vista, Calif.) recorded
46 assists and 11 digs, junior Christina Chun (Pearl City, Hawaii) led
the team with 22 digs, and sophomore Nicolette Reynaud (Los Gatos, Calif.) contributed three of the
eight total team blocks.
“I think we were a little nervous

Football looks toward future
By HANNAH CHASE

The Puget Sound campus has
been echoing with the sound of
whistles as of late, heralding the
start of the fall sports season.
Morning and night, the sports
fields have been a hive of activity
as our Puget Sound athletes practice and compete in a medley of
sports.
As the season begins, athletes
and fans alike cannot help but turn
their attention to the one team on
campus that is in need of the most
support from the campus community. That team is the Logger football team.
The Loggers finished last season with an overall record of 0-9,
finishing seventh in the Northwest Conference. It is a record that
does not provide an overall sense
of positive morale or Logger pride
and, unfortunately, it is a losing
streak that will never be forgotten.
Logger supporters have little faith in the football team. Although it is a new season, the campus community does not see them
as beginning with a clean slate.
Rather, their efforts are compared
to their previous failures on the
field.
It is true: It is hard to forget the
2011 season record. It will forever be cemented in the mind of ev-

ery Logger and will always come
to mind if they are ever presented
with the question, “How’s the football team?”
However, let us not forget that
there are also positives concerning
Logger football.
Senior Adam Kniffin (Salem,
Ore.) has been named, for the second season in a row, to a preseason
All-American team. Kniffin ended his 2011 season ranked second in Division III for receptions
per game. He also led the NWC
with the most yards at 110.6 yards
per game and 12 receiving touchdowns.
Kniffin also holds eight of the
nine receiving records for the
school with the final record in
reach. He has 2,264 receiving yards
under his belt and is now only 58
yards shy of Mike Bos’ school record of 2,312 yards which was set
between 1979-82.
However, personal records
aside, the team has potential to set
their sights high this season. With
15 returning starters and many
new players, the team is hoping to
take to the field with a more experienced team.
Yes, a win evaded the team
throughout the 2011 season but
that does not mean that the Loggers will inevitably lose every
game in 2012.

Yes, the team has not started the
season off on the right foot, falling
to both Sawnee and Chapman in
the first games of the season. But
that can change.
This Saturday, Sept. 22 marks
the first home game for the Loggers as they face off against Whittier. Perhaps this should be the
game where the campus community shows a little more confidence
in their football team.
It is amazing what a little encouragement can do for a team.
A little more maroon and white
in the stadium and some raucous
cheering might just be a move in
the right direction.
Also, let’s not forget that the
team has been working extremely hard over the past few weeks.
Campus has not been ringing with
whistle calls for nothing.
The team is hard at work perfecting their offensive and defensive play. The Loggers have
nowhere to go but up. What happened last season is now in the
past and does not foretell the future.
Loggers, support your team.
Kickoff is at 1 p.m. Let’s overwhelm the stadium with Logger
pride and show our athletes that
we are confident that this season
will be their season.

coming out and playing in front of
a huge home crowd. Our family
and friends showed us some great
cheering and Logger spirit both
nights. Although we were hoping
for three set sweeps, in the end we
got the W’s and that’s what we were
working hard to accomplish.
“I have high expectations for this
team. We are young with no seniors and every player on our team
has the potential to be a starter.
This means that we have a strong
bench to rely on to get the job done
when we are struggling. We can
only get better every time we play,
which helps us strive towards our
goal to be conference champions,”
Chun said.
The Loggers continued their
winning play in the next match
with a straight-set victory over the
Whitworth Pirates the following

evening. With the help of Harvey
and junior Marissa Florant (Palo
Alto, Calif.), the Loggers won the
first set 25-19. The Pirates (4-5, 0-2
NWC) put up a fight in the second
set and were leading 23-22 before
Puget Sound took control, winning
the second set 25-23.
The third and final set went the
Loggers’ way as well, with a 2518 victory to cement the sweep
of the defending champion Whitworth team. The Loggers, as usual,
put on an impressive performance
on all fronts: Brehove had 39 assists and eight digs, Chun achieved
a match-high 20 digs, Florant recorded eight kills and 15 digs, and
Harvey scored 15 kills in addition
to 15 digs.
“Tonight against Whitworth we
were playing a much younger team
across the net than had won the last
two conference titles. Although we
are still young too, with no seniors,
I was pleased with a three straight
set victory. I would much rather
win in three, even with some struggles, than in four or five sets. We’ve
been working on our concentration, and I was pleased that we put
it all together in the third set. There
was also some great play off the
bench from several of our talented
young frosh players,” Massey said.
It looks like Loggers volleyball is
off to yet another successful season
and will be a strong contender not
only at the conference level but on
the national stage as well.
“Our goal, most years, is to be
one of the ‘Top 25’ teams in the
nation. It is very gratifying to get
to work with serious students at
Puget Sound who are also able to
focus themselves so intently during their free time to find national-caliber success in volleyball here
as well.
“We’ve built a well-respected
volleyball program here, but I am
just as proud of what our players
accomplish academically. A number of former players visited this
weekend, and it is impressive to
see how successful they have all
been in their careers after graduating from Puget Sound. It really is a
special place,” Massey said.

Loggers Football Schedule
Fall 2012
September 1 @ Sewanee L 30-7
September 8 @ Chapman L 55-35
September 22 vs. Whittier
September 29 vs. Lewis & Clark
October 6 vs. Pacific (Ore.)
October 20 @ Whitworth
October 27 vs. Pacific Lutheran
November 3 vs. Linfield
November 10 @ Willamette
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Soccer begins conference play strong Thrilling
meet for
crosscountry

By ANGEL JOHNSON
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Soccer: Junior Andrew White dribbles past a pursuing Pacific University defender in a 2-1 Logger victory on Saturday, Sept. 15.
Loggers had allowed in their last limiting them to only four shots. Springs, Colo.) scored off of the reBy STEPHEN HAMWAY
four games and the only goal that When all was said and done, the bound.
The goal was White’s first of the
Loggers men’s soccer began their the Loggers had allowed in the first Loggers had their first conference
conference season on a high note, half of a game all season. And while victory of the season, 2-1 over Pa- season, and it gave the Loggers a
lead that they wouldn’t relinquish.
as they completed a dominating the Loggers had some good looks of cific University.
However, their battle against The Loggers were eventually able
weekend by defeating both George their own in the first half, including
Fox and Pacific University at home. eight shots, they went into halftime George Fox on Sunday, Sept. 16 to double their lead, as Gauthier
was, in the words of a spectator, clinched the victory by scoring an
The Loggers had gotten off to a trailing Pacific 1-0.
The Loggers were finally able to “a much more physical game.” In unassisted goal in the 76th minute.
strong start to their 2012 campaign,
For much of the game, the Logbeginning their season 3-1-1, in- break through in the second half, a game that featured 21 penalties
however, with a little help from ju- and three yellow cards, the Loggers gers’ defense simply dominated,
cluding three straight victories.
However, the team knew that nior Landon Gauthier (Fox Island, controlled the ball for much of the keeping the Bruins out of their end
their real challenge would begin Wash.). Just two minutes into the game, but tensions mounted as the of the field for much of the game
once their conference schedule be- first half, Gauthier scored the Log- team failed to score until deep into and limiting them to only one shot
on goal in the entire game. As for
gan. They faced their first NWC op- gers’ first goal of the game, tying the first half.
The team had several opportuni- the offense, the Loggers harassed
ponents over the weekend, as they the game at one apiece.
But the Loggers were not done ties to take an early lead, but came George Fox’s defense for much of
played host to Pacific University
scoring yet, as Gauthier scored his up empty repeatedly, including on the game, piling up six corner kicks
and George Fox.
Their first game of the weekend second goal of the game just five a shot off of a corner kick six min- and 19 shots.
In their first weekend of confercame on Saturday, Sept. 15 against minutes later, taking a pass across utes into the game that was just batPacific. The Loggers had a rough the middle from sophomore Sean ted over the net by the George Fox ence play, the Loggers looked like
the better team in both of their
start to the game, as Pacific took Ryan (Mill Creek, Wash.) and goalie.
After almost 30 minutes of score- weekend matchups, and that bodes
an early lead just 15 minutes into burying it in the back of the net for
less action, the Loggers finally con- well for the team as they prepare to
the game, on a shot that slithered the go-ahead goal.
Clinging to a 2-1 lead, the Log- verted an opportunity in the 29th face more NWC opponents.
past senior goalie Chris McDonald
The Loggers will travel to Salem
gers defense tightened up for the minute, as they got a shot on goal
(Newton, Mass.).
This was the first goal that the rest of the way, holding Pacif- off of another corner kick, and ju- to take on Willamette on Saturday,
ic scoreless in the second half and nior Andrew White (Steamboat Sept. 22.

Logger ladies tie PLU
By MEGAN LAMBERT
This past week on Sept. 13, the
Puget Sound women’s soccer team
had a dramatic and surprising
game against local rivals, Pacific
Lutheran University. The sun was
bright and the fans in the stands
were ecstatic as the game began.
Within the first 15 minutes Lauren Larson of PLU took several
quick opportunities to score, leaving the Logger ladies surprised but
not discouraged with a score of
2-0. This score lasted for the rest of
the first half, with many attempted
scores by Puget Sound.
Every attempt to score in the
first half was unfortunately
thwarted, whether it involved too
strong of a kick, a slightly uneven
kick or a determined PLU goalie there to catch the flying soccer
ball.
A sigh of frustration and annoyance spread through the crowd every time the ball got minutely
close to hitting the goal net.
Feet were moving fast across the
field constantly as the possession
of the ball flipped between teams.
For the majority of the game,
though, Puget Sound had possession of the ball.
The minor breaks in posses-

sion were what allowed Larson to
score. These two goals misled a lot
of fans, who thought maybe PLU
was going to come out on top this
time.
Both goalies constantly made
saves that excited the fans. These
girls worked extremely hard to
prevent many goals from being
scored, while keeping the fans excited and alert.
During halftime many fans
were discouraged, already predicting the outcome of the game,
but the fans were definitely surprised to see the Loggers make an
amazing comeback.
The game heated up after halftime, with the Loggers putting in
a lot of effort to make a comeback.
The girls were very competitive after halftime, making a huge effort
to take control of the game.
The Loggers pushed the ball
and kept possession constantly in
the second half, really fighting to
come out on top.
The crowd was extremely supportive, throwing out Logger
cheers and chants throughout the
game. This school pride definitely
gave the soccer team some extra
confidence to come back into the
game with a lot of spirit and drive.
This extra spirit and drive

PHOTO COURTESY/MATT SKLAR

Head: The Loggers used all their powers to score against the
Lutes in what was ultimately a tie in overtime.
helped surprise everyone when, in
the second half, freshman Amalia
Acorda-Fey from Seattle, Wash.
scored a goal, her fourth so far this
year, giving the team even more of
an incentive to fight back.
Around 10 minutes later, another goal was scored, this time by
sophomore Robin Viera from Seattle, Wash.
These two ladies helped tie the
score up 2-2, putting the game
into overtime, and eventually
double overtime.
In overtime, junior Rosie Jaye

from La Jolla, Calif. pitched a last
effort to score, narrowly missing
a goal that could have won the
game.
Overall the game was extremely
riveting, leaving many fans on the
edge of their seats. The Loggers
made a huge comeback in the second half, working extremely hard
to come out on top.
The final score, 2-2, left players
and fans alike discouraged, but
the Logger ladies definitely need
to be commended for their intense
fight to beat PLU.

The Puget Sound cross-country team opened their season with
strong victories on both the men
and women’s sides. On Sept. 1,
they ran at the Puget Sound Invitational in Lakewood, Wash.
where the women’s team took first
overall, and senior Matt Klein
(Portland, Ore.) took an individual title for the men’s team.
The Logger women’s team took
second, third and fourth places,
which helped secure their victory, along with seventh and 10th
place. Klein led the Logger men’s
team and placed first with a time
of 26:45 in the 8k, which was 16
seconds ahead of his competitor
who placed second.
Both of the women’s and men’s
teams were able to carry the momentum from their first meet into
their second meet—the Sundodger Invitational on Sept. 15 hosted
by the University of Washington.
At Sundodger, Klein once again
led the men’s team with an impressive individual finish. Klein
raced another personal best with a
time of 25:34.70 to place 20th, and
he managed to stay in the top 10
until the last leg of the race. Sophomore Joshua Seekatz (Philomath,
Ore.) came in at 26:09.69 which
earned him 47th at the invitational. Freshman David Santillan (Milwaukie, Ore.) followed
Seekatz and landed in 49th with a
personal best of 26:10.62.
The final two Loggers, sophomore Justin Higa (Pearl City,
Hawaii) and freshman Gabe Michaels (Los Angeles, Calif.) also
had personal bests at the Sundodger Invitational.
Michaels placed 72nd with his
time of 26:24.01 and Higa finished
95th with his time of 26:48.78 to
end the Loggers score. The men’s
team finished seventh overall at
the invite, but when only comparing the NWC teams at the invite
the Logger men’s team placed second.
On the women’s team senior
Carrie Keith (Erie, Colo.) led
the Loggers at the Invitational.
She finished in 52nd with a time
of 23:44.68. Sophomores Molly
Bradbury (Boise, Idaho) and Laura Leach (Alamo, Calif.) also both
contributed to the Loggers’ score.
Bradbury placed 57th with her
finishing time of 23:50.14, and
Leach finished 62nd when she
crossed the finish line at 23:55.06.
As an overall team, the Logger
women finished 12th at the Sundodger Invitational. However,
they placed fifth out of the seven
NWC schools that participated at
the invite.
“The women’s team has been
doing a great job of running in a
pack this season. We did well last
season, but the gaps between each
girl are a lot smaller this year. Because of the way that cross country meets are scored (the placing of each girl across the line are
added, and then the team with the
lowest number wins), being in a
tight knit pack can actually be
better than having one outstanding athlete,” Keith said.
The Logger men and women’s
cross-country team will be racing
again on Sept. 29 in Salem, Ore.,
where they will be participating in
the Chuck Bowles Invitational.
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Queso conspiracy unearthed rodd Badman:

Security demigod

By CHIMeZ SNAPMAN
University of Puget Sound Dining Services ignores human rights
concerns in order to keep up with
high demand for queso dip in the
Student Union Building.
At the end of the 2012 school year
the popular queso dip disappeared
without explanation. But now the
dip is back and in response The Trail
launched an in-depth investigation
to find the reason behind the original disappearance.
It became immediately clear that
the queso returned due to popular
demand from the students.
“I love the queso! It goes perfectly with weekend waffle bar. When
they took it away I was at the head
of the Occupy Todd Field Movement to get it back,” Bailey Roberts,
sophomore, rugby player IPE Major, said.
In fact, Dining Services had to
deal with hundreds of threats, most
written in ketchup on trays next to
uneaten S.U.B. food. The student
body refused to be ignored.
Trail investigators unearthed reports of slave labor being used to
produce the queso, which originally
caused Dining Services to end their
affiliation with the queso providers.
Mined in the depths of an enormous sinkhole in Guatemala City,
the queso costs next to nothing; the
money, however, makes a big difference to the city, funding the warlords who maintain control of the
sinkhole.
The molten cheese was lying dormant for hundreds of years until an earthquake in 2010 opened
the sinkhole, sending a 30-story
building plunging into what is now
known as “El Hoyo Queso del Diablo.”
The University of Puget Sound is
the only university to take advantage of this opportunity, though
several oil companies have begun
buying the queso to use as an additive in their fuel.
Trail investigators, posing as Wisconsin cheese tycoons, discovered
workers are forced to climb 400 feet
down the sinkhole walls with nothing but their bare hands in order to
retrieve the precious “néctar de la

By VONNIe KeATSGUTS

PHOTO COURTESY/DYLAN WITWICKI

Queso: Ignacio, 16, lost both his parents as well as a brother
to the queso pit. Toiling in the hole is the only way he can feed
his sister, Margarita, 14, pregant with the local warlord’s baby.
vaca tierra.” Every year dozens of
Guatemalan schoolchildren fall to
their molten deaths, lured by the ever-present smell that has become a
fact of life in the city. It is believed
their tears are what give the queso
its unique allure.
Investigators managed to catch
the miners of this blood-queso as
they emerged, dripping sweat and
cheese, for their two-minute lunch
break.
“If we do not bring up 200 pounds
of queso per day, they waterboard
us with liquid cheese,” Juan Pearl, a
miner with two year’s worth of ex-

perience, said, “and they take away
our chip privileges. Do you know
how bad queso is without chips?”
“That queso is the best queso
money can buy. It’s the tears that
do it.” An anonymous administration representative responded when
confronted with the results of The
Trail’s investigation.
This representative has since been
transferred. Upon closer investigation it became clear the representative is now among the Guatemalan
miners.
The queso in the S.U.B. is cheap
and delicious, but at what cost?

On one shimmering, glorious
summer night not long ago, this unworthy soul made the request of a
lifetime, hoping against hope for an
unlikely acquiescence. To my shock
and ecstasy, I was informed that, indeed, Rodd Badman, Puget Sound’s
Director of Security Services, would
allow me to spend a day as his shadow. The following is the account of
my time spent with Puget Sound’s
Badman-est man.
I was told to meet him at dawn,
in the parking lot outside the Student Union Building. Heart aflutter,
I made my way down in the gentle
morning light, its rays illuminating the sparkling dew-drops on the
grass from the sprinklers we leave
on all night. Squinting to find him, I
got my first shock of the day: he sat
astride a massive, phallic, motorcycle. Who knew, right?
His piercing blue eyes assessing
me as a non-threat to Puget Sound
security, he motions me to join him
on the back of his throbbing beast.
We take a short jaunt over to the
Badman Estate, where we begin our
day in earnest. His loving family
waits outside for the all clear, as part
of their daily emergency preparedness test. Next, we’re off to the Security Services office. A few freshmen
come in to report their room keys
lost. In accordance with general
policy, the poor bastards are immediately dropped through a trapdoor
in the floor, off to have their throats
cut and their flesh processed into
S.U.B. food. A few hours pass, with
only an occasional freshman sacrifice to break the monotony. Badman
apologies for the relative boredom:
“most days are more interesting” his
voice soothes like velvet.
We leave to go on campus patrol.
Badman’s eagle eyes quickly spot a
group of ne’er-do-wells smoking
marijuana plants, playing rambunctious rapping music and otherwise
fouling up a peaceful day on campus. His justice is swift and terrible. In the blink of an eye, three go
down, two of them losing limbs.

The last stands before him, trembling, a baggie of the foul plant
in hand. Badman whips a vicious
roundhouse kick at his head, and
off it comes in a spray of blood and
brains. He takes the pot from the
hippie’s dead, blood-soaked hands
and shoves it in the gore-filled hole
where the head was, declaring him
to be a “pothead” now and forevermore, his one-liner causing doves to
explode in the sky, mid-flight. Never say Rodd Badman doesn’t have a
sense of humor.
What very few people know
about our Fearless Director is that
he is 25 percent werewolf, on his
mother’s side. The full moon doesn’t
trouble him, nor is he hairy, but
he does possess super speed, super
strength and a moral compass firmer than that 50-year-old mother of
three in the Bowflex commercials.
Near the close of the day, he demonstrates his skills. From Wyatt Hall
he spots a cluster of bikes, foolishly locked to the Library handrails.
With a fingernail he cuts the U-bolt
locks, grabs the bikes, and compacts
them into scrap metal with his bare
hands. “Don’t these people understand? They are blocking pedestrian
traffic! SOMEONE COULD FALL!”
he bellows with such force that the
cry is heard through time. I am to
learn later that Bethesda Softworks
based a game mechanic in their
popular Elder Scrolls: Skyrim off of
this very yell.
At the close of business, we finish
the day with a joy-ride on his Harley across the Puget Sound. He notices my amazement at how the bike
skates across the surface of the water. “This guy I knew, back east, long
time ago, Yeshua, his name was,”
Badman begins. “Used to go around
doing magic tricks and telling people to be good to each other. Ended up pissing off the local establishment something bad, so they put
him to death. Left me his sandals in
his will. Had ‘em turned into motorcylce tires.”
They say Rodd Badman is more
than a man. They don’t know the
half of it.

guest speaker eastwood to address panel of empty chairs
By MOUTH-BReATHIN MeL
It has been made official: actor Clint
Eastwood has accepted an invitation
from President Ronald Thomas to address a panel of chairs right here at
Puget Sound. Eastwood, 82, accepted
the invitation after receiving numerous complaints from chairs all over
the country concerning his speech at
the Republican National Convention
in Florida three weeks ago. The outraged chairs claimed that Eastwood
treated the chair representative at the
RNC unfairly, accusing Eastwood of
slander, mud-slinging and consistent
interruption of the chair when asked a
question.
Chairs around the country were
shocked when Eastwood, after asking the chair its opinion on President
Obama’s target date for bringing home
the troops from Afghanistan, immediately cut off the chair’s response with a
vindictive, “I’m not gonna shut up, it’s
my turn.” This response seemed preemptive as the chair, a modest bar-stool
from a Michigan IKEA warehouse, was
never given a chance to fully answer.
“We feel it was a great honor to finally have some representation at
something as grandiose as the RNC,”
said one foldable lawn chair from REI,

a spokeschair for newly-founded Seriously Enraged at American Tomfoolery, or SEAT.
“Our chance to be heard was
snubbed,” it continued, “so we want
a second chance. No longer shall the
chairs of America be subjected to being yelled at by an old man, like some
common cell phone!”
Eastwood, who has always had a
somewhat unstable relationship with
the furniture community, refused to

THE HAZLENUT CASE

comment about the accusations. His
publicist, however, did inform us that
“Mr. Eastwood was not comfortable
with an extra presence onstage, let
alone a surprise furniture-rights activist.”
The university has had plenty of
well-known speakers over the years,
yet this one will differ in that humans
will be forbidden from attending. The
one exception is President Thomas,
whose personality was found to be

---- I HAVE AWEFUL FRIENDS

---- PWN 2012

similar enough to a chair’s to not cause
a disturbance. Yet the chair caucus
leaders (or chairmen) have still insisted
that he stand in the back of the room
instead of sitting in a chair.
Students around campus have been
very supportive of the chairs’ requests,
and most seem to be okay with the minor audience discrimination. After all,
said junior Ema Eirehed, “Chairs are
people too.” The few conservatives in
the community take a different per-

spective on the matter.
“Yeah, I didn’t actually watch the
speech,” one senior said, “but I’m sure
that chair had it coming. Chairs are
known for back-sass. Hadn’t the chair
seen Taxi Driver? You don’t piss off
Clint-Fucking-Eastwood!... Or was
that DeNiro?” Further comment could
not be obtained as the student ran off
to purge minorities from voter rolls
and trans-vaginally ultrasound pregant
women.
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Campus Films brings quirky stories to screen
By ANDREW KOVED
Safety Not Guaranteed
Is Safety Not Guaranteed indie?
Science fiction meets romantic
comedy? Off-beat? I can’t say, but,
what I do know about this movie is
that I am surprised that more people
are not talking about it.
Starring Aubrey Plaza—April
from “Parks and Recreation”—and
Jake Johnson—Nick from “The New
Girl”—Safety Not Guaranteed takes
a scenic tour of our Washington
backyard, stopping along the way to
be endearing and entertaining. Both
actors deliver believable performances, to the point where I wonder if some of the movie came from
their own lives.
The story starts with Johnson’s
character reading a classified ad
stating, “Wanted: Somebody to go
back in time with me … Safety not
guaranteed.” From there, the movie
develops into a time traveling fantasy, using the potential of a time machine both as a goal to be chased
and a way to delve into the characters’ back stories.
Oftentimes in indie movies the
characters feel too perfect, the
plot is too crafted, and witty lines
of dialog seem too overly thought
through. Safety Not Guaranteed
does not suffer this problem since
the dialog comes across as genuine
and, instead of witty one-liners that
no one in real life ever uses, there is
fun and choppy banter that grabbed
me because it sounded normal—
rare in film.

PHOTO COURTESY / SAFETYNOTGUARANTEED.COM

Safety Not Guaranteed: TV’s Aubrey Plaza and Jake Johnson star as writers for Seattle Magazine in this off-beat indie comedy.
I have always enjoyed a good time
travel movie (Back to the Future, Bill
and Ted’s Excellent Adventure) and
this film delivers that same excitement. Go see Safety Not Guaranteed
because most people missed it when
it was in theaters, and there is nothing this campus likes more than an
indie, sci-fi, off-beat rom-com.
Safety Not Guaranteed shows
Sept. 21 through Sept. 23. in Rausch
Auditorium
Seeking a Friend for the End of
the World
The two explanations for my tears
while watching Seeking a Friend for
the End of the World were either
that someone was cutting an absurd

number of onions next to me in the
theater, or that it was a really cute
movie. I, for one, am not sure how
they snuck a five-pound bag of onions into the cinaplex…
Starring Steve Carell, Keira
Knightley and a slew of people I
spent the whole movie trying figure
out where I knew them from, this is
a funny, inspiring and offbeat movie. The film, as denoted by the title, takes place under the guise that
the non-threateningly named asteroid Matilda is going to send little
bits of our Earth flying like bowling
pins. Once the impending doom is
acknowledged, the movie is given
clearance to go in whichever direc-

tion it may like, exploring the reality of two people meeting in uncertain times.
The best part of any Carell movie
is that he is a lovable loser with an
incredibly dry sense of humor; the
other side of the coin is that Carell is
the worst part of any movie that he
stars in. He is a funnier version of
Eeyore, or a non-cowboy step-cousin of Han Solo.
Penny, played by Knightly, mollifies Dodge’s (Carell) sadness and
initial despondence. Penny is an affable old-soul despite being 29, who
always has just the right amount of
crazy shining through the cracks.
Providing both the right amount of

sex appeal and adorable, she helps
the movie drift from one improbability to another, with enough effervescence to make even the Grinch’s
heart grow.
A mix between funny, touching
and engaging, Seeking a Friend for
the End of the World is worth $1 and
two hours.
Seeking a Friend for the End of the
World shows Sept. 28 through Sept.
30.
Campus Films shows films in
Rausch Auditorium on Friday and
Saturday at 8 p.m. and 10:30 p.m.,
Sunday at 2 p.m. and 8 p.m.. Tickets
are one dollar for students.

Four diverse albums added Story of Qatari
musical interest to summer workers exposed
through images
By TAYLOR APPLEGATE

Bloom – Beach House (May 15)

PHOTO COURTESY/subpop.com

Beach House’s aptly-titled fourth
studio album progresses like an algae bloom over deep water, one that
washes over you and gets in your
eyes and ears and mouth.
Bloom takes it slow, allowing the
dreamy synth, electro-drones and
deliberately plodding guitar to sink
in, accentuated by vocalist Victoria Legrand’s breathy, commanding alto.
Individual tracks on this album
are less like linear stories than they
are like portraits of emotions, most
commonly bittersweet wistfulness grounded in the sighs of jaded youth.
This is a sentiment similar to
the feel of Beach House’s earlier albums, especially the polished
dream-pop of Teen Dream, but
what sets Bloom apart is its cohesiveness and flow.
The album does exactly as its title
suggests: in a smooth wash of sound
that maintains Beach House’s signature dreamy, wistful pathos, each
song takes root and blooms into a
parasitic flower in your brain that
provides the perfect backdrop for
angst-ridden summer nights.

There’s No Leaving Now – The
Tallest Man on Earth (June 11)

If Kristian Matsson’s debut and
sophomore LPs were like salutes
from distant mountaintops, There’s
No Leaving Now is a kiss on the
forehead.
Leaving is much more richly orchestrated with strings, woodwinds
and percussion, where the tone of
other albums was at best whimsical wanderlust and at worst piercing bitterness.
Leaving is the sound of a man
settling into his own skin and liking it.
Matsson’s skill as a melodist
comes through in “Little Brother,” a
song that with unusual lyrical clarity displays Matsson’s growing vocal
range and tender gruffness.
With the sense of joyful lyricism
and newfound contentment that
pervade this album, the hyperbolically-self-styled Tallest Man on
Earth may have to change his name
to “A Man Who Has Finally Found
Friends His Height.”

channel ORANGE – Frank
Ocean (July 10)
After causing a splash with his
open letter via Tumblr announcing his attraction to men, Frank
Ocean’s July 10 album was very
much in the public eye at the time
of its release —and it did not disappoint, tackling such themes as unrequited love, sex, drug addiction
and class struggle in a dark, glittering portrait of L.A.
Characterized by sensual, midtempo songs and surreal imagery,
Ocean’s channel ORANGE hooks
from the first moment and propels
the listener through a masterful,
fluid debut LP.
The “orange” in the title refers
to Ocean’s synesthesia, a condition in which the brain transposes
sensations like music and color—
and some of that synesthesia leaks
through the music, allowing us to

see Ocean painting rich soundscapes with strings, synth beats and
smooth guitar licks.
Ocean uses the full range of his
R&B croon to punch you in the gut
with each of the album’s 17 powerfully constructed tracks.

Tempest – Bob Dylan (Sept. 10)

PHOTO COURTESY/ bobdylan.com

Some of the summer’s most highly anticipated albums came just on
the brink of fall, but Bob Dylan’s
35th studio album Tempest was
well worth the wait.
For a man who has been writing American classics for 50 years,
Dylan knows how to keep it fresh.
The album maintains the harddriving Americana blues sound of
his last few albums.
Many of Tempest’s tracks follow
American archetypes of murder
ballads and train songs, but Dylan
has never been comfortable maintaining the status quo.
Take the title track, “Tempest:” a
nearly-14-minute epic ballad, written in Dylan’s characteristic blend
of historical fact and poetic fancy,
about the sinking of the Titanic
“into the underworld.”
The gritty blues sound of other
tracks slides into a softer countrywestern with an appearance by oldtime fiddles.Stepping into this record feels at once familiar and edgy,
brand-new and timeless.

By LEAH O’SULLIVAN
Sept. 12, in Puget Sound’s Collins Memorial Library, Associate
Anthropology Professor Andrew
Gardner and his wife, photographer Kristin Giordano, gave a
presentation titled “Skyscrapers
and Shadows: Labor and Migration in Doha, Qatar.”
In the presentation the couple
told a story of economic disparities in the Qatar capital of Doha
through photographs—specifically photographs of migrant laborers, many of which hold up
signs proclaiming their monthly
salaries.
The first worker stoically held
a sign with the salary “$164.” Few
others went over that number.
Giordano began by showing
two pictures: the one on the right
depicting the well-known affluent part of Doha where expatriates usually live, the one on the
left showing a poorer part of the
city known as Al Khor.
“It’s a really segregated society,”
Giordano said of the two sides of
Doha.
She explained that through
this project, she and her husband
wanted to “look at the economic
disparities going on in the country,” since there is so little actually known about the poorer parts
of Qatar.
“We wanted to give [people] an
opportunity to see the other side
of Doha,” Gardner added.
To do this, Giordano took pictures of about 50 male laborers
who were sent to Doha to work.
The pictures each showed only
one man, rather than a group,
against a neutral background.

“What I really wanted to do
with these photographs,” Giordano said, “was to highlight the individual.”
In Doha, the laborers work in
Qatar’s well-known oil industry,
from which it earns most of its
wealth.
However, these workers are
placed far from the wealth of the
nation, earning low wages and
working long hours far from their
homes.
After Giordano showed her
photography, Gardner pointed
out that the exploitation of these
workers rests “on a foundation of
the dehumanization of this population.”
Giordano mentioned how they
were “encountered as a huge
crowd” and labeled as one big
force of “labor,” rather than being
viewed as individuals.
The photos of the individual
men show this clearly, and help
to humanize these workers and
bring to light the economic disparities and migrant worker exploitation occurring in this part
of Qatar.
Giordano’s photos can be found
at the main floor of Collins Memorial Library until Sept. 30.

For more information
on on-campus events
such as “Skyscrapers and
Shadows,” please visit the
Campus Events Calendar
at pugetsound.edu
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Dark sense of beauty in new Kittredge exhibits
By LEANNE GAN
The Kittredge Art Gallery
proudly presents two captivating
exhibits this fall showcasing the
work of renowned artists Jessica
Bender and Susan Seubert.
Just to the left of Diversions
Cafe, art lovers or curious students
can step into the world of contemporary art and gain new ideas and
perspectives.
Bender, who has also had work
displayed at the Telephone Room
Gallery and Spaceworks, was inspired by the recent loss of her
mother to create the installation of
“Dejection.”
The pain and darkness associated with losing a loved one is evident in the space of the Large Gallery where the lighting and pieces
of her mother’s clothing and jewelry are incorporated into the exhibit.
Crow heads symbolizing her
mother’s affinity towards that animal are strewn across a black laced
piece of her mother’s dress that
lead to a shrine-like frame.
Slabs imprinted with scissors
lined up against the wall decorate
the room, along with a massive
black and white body of fabric lifted off the floor that gives off a sort
of eerie sense.
Walking into the room, one
could almost immediately feel the
heaviness of the theme and nuances of death in the colors and symbols.
Senior Selena Aston enjoys the
interactive pieces of the display
and different angles created by the
3D subjects.

in the Kittredge Gallery to Bender as a place to display her installation.
To match the dark themes in
“Dejection,” Bullock decided “it
made the most sense to pair the
two together” with Seubert’s photographic display of human fears
and worries.
She added, “I hope it is a good
resource for the students and inspires them to do new things with
new ideas. Having the art displayed in the building where students frequently walk by is something I hope to be useful and keep
people interested, informed, or to
simply to see something new.”
These works will only be available for a limited amount of time.
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Kittredge Gallery: One of the central pieces from artist Jessica Bender’s display entitled “Dejection” expresses the concepts of loss and pain through articles of her deceased mother’s clothing.
Exploring the fears of modern
day, Susan Seubert’s exhibit will
have you literally facing your fears
as you enter a room filled with
photograph›s of irrational fears.
Taken from her exhibition “phobias and Neurasthenia” the pictures have you contemplating
reasons behind fears such as homophobia or the fear of mice and
why or why not those fears exist at
all.
After examining them all you
may find yourself wondering if

your own fears are rational and the
reasons behind them.
This gallery boldly examines
the terror within the human mind
with masterful photography techniques and coloration.
Students and especially the art
majors of Puget Sound appreciate
this accessible art gallery.
“I really like the subject matter
of both artists and the minimalist
aspect of their styles,” Abbie Baldwin remarked.
She also found the installation

Find local food gems weekly at
nearby Proctor Farmers Market

process of “Dejection” to be interesting and informative.
Yvonne Wetzig, found the gallery to be a comforting place, and
a “good way to release” after a day
of exams and classes.
Gallery Manager Margaret Bullock researched the schedules of
classes to figure out which types
of artists would be relating to what
the students are studying.
Looking for a variety of different
media that represented the program, she decided to offer a space
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Farmers Market: Local merchants sell produce at the weekly market on 26th and Proctor.
The school year has begun, homework is beginning to pile up and the
leaves are on the brink of changing
colors.
The final notion that fall has begun and summer is ending will be
the end of the farmers market and
the abundance of fresh produce that
we can purchase each week.
The Proctor’s Farmers Market
is open every Saturday, from late
March through late October, 9 a.m.
to 2 p.m.
Like all other markets, the farmers bring in their freshest produce
to sell to the local Tacomans’. Their
goods range not only from berries
to lettuce, but local beef, cider, wine,
seafood, flowers, ice pops, baked
goods and sauerkraut.

This weekend if you desire to
stretch your legs prior to settling
down in the library for hours, spend
the approximate $1.99 per lb for
a fresh pear or apple to munch on
along with a free sample from the
Valhalla coffee stand.
After grabbing your coffee try a
different type of treat and walk to
the back of the market to taste the
locally made Mountain Museli. The
museli is free of soy, corn, peanut,
wheat and dairy products and has
certain cereals and mini bites that
are entirely gluten free. “Absurdly
good” is its tag line and the product
does not mislead the consumer.
The museli sold at the market is
locally produced and attempts to
avoid many common allergens. Because the oats are sweetened with
only honey and agave and are naturally fibrous, the museli can be a sat-

isfying treat without sending your
body into a sugar craving state.
Mountain Museli offers a diverse
product line, consisting of cereal,
cereal bars and mini bites. The gluten free mini bites come chopped in
finger food sized pieces with a cereal
bar texture, and have three different
flavors. Speaking from personal experience, the bites have saved my focus and energy during those threehour lectures—perfectly sweet and
satisfying.
The Mountain Museli booth is a
rare gem in the sea of local produce
and goods at the Proctors’ Market.
Enjoy your Saturday morning
and support your local Tacoma
businesses at the same time.
Proctor’s market is open 9 a.m. to
2 p.m. at 2702 North Proctor each
Saturday for the next month, then
once monthly until next spring.

Although the galleries represent
very dark themes one cannot deny
the beauty behind the pieces.
If you get bored between classes
or feel the sudden need to immerse
yourself in contemporary art be
sure to visit the gallery.
Kittredge Gallery is open Monday through Friday from 10 a.m.
to 5 p.m. and 12 p.m. to 5 p.m. on
Saturday’s.
Bender’s artwork will be on display at Kittredge through Nov. 3,
and Seubert’s until Sept. 22.

The Tallest Man on
Earth towers humbly
in Seattle concert,
early September
By MELANIE MAZZA

By MICHELLE CURRY

“This gallery boldly
examines the terror within
the human mind with
masterful photography
techniques and coloration.”

The evening of Sept. 9, Kristian
Mattson of Dalarna, Sweden visited the stage of The Moore theatre in
Seattle and assumed his persona as
The Tallest Man on Earth.
The Tallest Man on Earth is a
one-man blues and folk performer
independently writing and producing his own music.
His concern for the preservation
of the connection between the vocal and guitar lines in his music
come through in the intimacy and
honesty of his work.
His recent performance in Seattle began with a beautiful opening from a Philadelphia-rooted folk
artist, Today Showalter, performing under the name Strand of Oaks.
Strand of Oak’s raw, folksy style
complemented the honest musical
expression of Tallest Man. Between
songs, Showalter paused to genuinely thank Tallest Man for the opportunity to tour with him.
He then jokingly apologized for
not choosing a more appropriate
song with which to follow, as he
commenced with the melancholy
chords and nostalgic vocals of “End
in Flames.”
Strand of Oaks departed among
grateful applause and the stage was
re-set for Matsson: an acoustic guitar to one side and a black grand piano on the other.
The lights rose and Matsson
stumbled forward, giving a causal

wave to the audience and picking
up his guitar to instantly begin with
the pleasant “To Just Grow Away,”
in which he sings of the inevitability and beauty of the changing seasons. Matsson cites Bob Dylan as
an influence, which echoes in his
husky voice and emotional honesty.
Matsson’s stage presence was enjoyable and playful, as he pranced
around carelessly and alternated
between perching on his stool centerstage and relaxing on his sleek
piano bench.
The performance as a whole
came across as if he was merely
practicing in the privacy of his own
home.
He interacted with the audience
minimally, occasionally mumbling
gratitude into the microphone.
He expressed his love for Seattle,
his enjoyment over the tour thus far
and his appreciation for Strand of
Oaks.
He even hinted at a return in six
or seven months, so keep March
and April open for the opportunity to experience the intimacy firsthand of a Tallest Man on Earth performance.
Kristian Matsson, or The Tallest Man, now continues his tour in
Spain, and will be concluding it in
Alberta, British Columbia in early
October.
For information regarding The
Tallest Man on Earth’s tour dates
and venues, please visit www.thetallestmanonearth.com.

